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Many changes in the legal profession have occurred during the last few years and while 
some are now accepted as commonplace, others continue to be scrutinized and their 
effects monitored. As we move towards 2016, LAWPRO has reflected on the changing 
environment in which lawyers (and paralegals) practise and is proposing slight 
adjustments to stay current with the needs of our insureds. But overall, the 2016 Report 
to Convocation reflects a mature insurance operation with a stable professional liability 
program. 
 
Arriving at the base premium: capital management plays a role 
 
Just as important for LAWPRO as changes in the environment for Law Society licensees 
are the many changes in insurance regulation over recent years. The Minimum Capital 
Test (MCT) is the main solvency test for Canadian insurance companies. The LAWPRO 
MCT ratio at June 30, 2015 was 249% - a strong result that satisfies LAWPRO’s 
preferred range of 220-230%. A combination of good investment returns and the 
addition of a three year phase-in period for the 2015 changes to the MCT calculation 
has worked in our favour. Also, some of the proposals for the new MCT calculation were 
moderated in the final months before implementation, in comparison to the earlier drafts 
circulated by the regulator. If all of these “stars” had not “aligned” as they did, we 
estimate that the MCT would have dropped below the preferred range, to approximately 
200%.  
 
Will LAWPRO continue to see such a healthy MCT result? The stock market is a 
famously difficult beast to predict, but LAWPRO will continue to invest prudently and 
manage its investment risk as responsibly as possible. That approach to protecting 
capital is an important part of the premium equation going forward. 
 
In the short term, the good news is that our offer of insurance maintains the same base 
premium as 2015. In fact, 2016 marks the sixth year in a row with a base premium of 
$3,350. So, neither changes in the profession nor in insurance regulation have yet 
affected that number. 
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Real Estate Practice Coverage Option reduction 
 
Anticipated claims costs per year of the program continue to hover close to the $100 
million mark and there is an overall long term upward trend in claims severity (cost per 
claim). Real estate and civil litigation practice continue to represent the highest risk 
when compared to other areas of practice. These costs are addressed, in part, with levy 
surcharges and other tools. 
 
Notwithstanding the long term significance of real estate claims for the program, the 
premium for the Real Estate Practice Coverage Option (REPCO) will be reduced to 
$100. This is a $150 reduction from the $250 charged in 2012 through 2015, and is part 
of LAWPRO’s on-going commitment to appropriate risk-rating of the program. This 
savings will be available to approximately 7,800 real estate practitioners. 
 
How can this happen? Having issued the REPCO endorsement since the spring of 
2008, we have more data and a growing ability to predict appropriate reserves for future 
loss development in this area. Despite real estate being one of the areas of law with the 
highest rate of claims in the profession, to date there has been only one claim paid 
under the REPCO endorsement. One must remember that this endorsement targets a 
relatively narrow risk: the registration of a fraudulent instrument by the insured under the 
Land Titles Act, which action would otherwise be excluded from coverage due to the 
dishonesty of the insured. And of course, updated risk-rating or a change in coverage 
terms could result in the premium for the REPCO endorsement being increased in a 
future year. In the meantime, the reduction to the premium is a $150 savings that 
LAWPRO is happy to be able to provide to approximately one-third of the program’s 
insureds. 
 
Changes to support what we see around us 

Two years ago LAWPRO proposed expanding the program to include as insureds the 
small number of paralegals who are practising in partnership with lawyers. In similar 
fashion, LAWPRO now proposes to insure paralegal shareholders of combined licensee 
professional corporations (CLPC). In other words, these are professional corporations 
with both lawyer and paralegal shareholders and as such, are exposed to the same 
insurance-related risks as combined licensee partnerships: the possibility of duplication 
of claims, overlapping coverage and potential stacking of policy limits between paralegal 
insurer policies and those of lawyers with LAWPRO. Premiums for paralegals holding 
shares in CLPCs will be the same as they are for paralegal partners. 
 
Another tweak to the program involves facilitating mentorship by lawyers on exemption 
from the insurance program. We are all aware that mentoring promotes the 
dissemination of knowledge from more experienced lawyers to those with less 
experience. LAWPRO already has a structure in the insurance program (with precise 
requirements) for mentoring by lawyers who are currently insured. The 2016 LAWPRO 
offer expands that structure to lawyers on exemption from paying insurance premiums, 
and includes the ability to have claims handled under run-off coverage (subject to the 
individual’s personal run-off availability). For example, this may assist those on parental 
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or medical leave who are challenged to keep program coverage in place due to costs, 
but wish to be able to mentor another lawyer who is overseeing the practice. 
 
What is happening with administrative dismissal claims? 
 
The exposure relating to the practice of civil litigation has climbed during recent years, 
with administrative dismissals under Rule 48 of the Rules of Civil Procedure being a 
serious factor.   
 
Changes to Rule 48 which took effect earlier this year may stem the tide and LAWPRO 
is busy educating Ontario lawyers about those changes through the Rule 48 Transition 
Toolkit. The Toolkit has been sent electronically to all lawyers who reported civil 
litigation transaction levies in recent years and mailed in hard copy to all lawyers with 
the September 2015 LAWPRO magazine. These materials are being further reinforced 
through presentations and CPD programs. 
 
Even though these resources are available, they can only help when used by lawyers in 
the field. LAWPRO will continue to monitor this area for the next several years, as 
(hopefully) claims under the old Rule 48 regime begin to diminish and practitioners 
transition with care to the new regime.  

Only the beginning 

At the end of the celebration of our 20th anniversary of providing the mandatory 
insurance program for the Law Society, the Board members and management of 
LAWPRO hope that this is only the beginning of a long and rewarding relationship that 
ensures the availability of high quality and cost-effective insurance to enhance the 
viability and competitive position of our professional liability insureds.  

 

Original signed by Susan McGrath  Original signed by Kathleen Waters 

 
Susan T. McGrath     Kathleen A. Waters 
Chair       President & CEO 
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LAWYERS’ PROFESSIONAL INDEMNITY COMPANY 
(“LAWPRO”) 

REPORT TO CONVOCATION – SEPTEMBER, 2015 

BACKGROUND 

1. The Law Society of Upper Canada (“Law Society”) governs the legal profession 

in the public interest. One of the ways it discharges its responsibilities is through the 

mandatory requirement it places on practising lawyers to obtain professional liability 

insurance coverage for legal malpractice claims. This coverage is provided by LAWPRO, 

a provincially licensed insurer that is owned by the Law Society. 

2. The coverage that the Law Society’s mandatory insurance program (“Program”) 

provides is considered to be both in the best interests of the public and in the best 

interests of Ontario lawyers – in that the public has reasonable assurance that an 

insurance policy backstops errors committed by lawyers in practice, and lawyers have 

assurance that they have a degree of financial protection for their professional liability 

that is well-suited to most lawyers’ practice needs. 

3. In recent years, we have seen an upward trend in the number of open claims 

files, with approximately 3,813 open files as at December 31, 2014, estimated to have a 

gross value of $468.5 million. Overall, the Program manages about 83 per cent of the 

Law Society’s over $810 million in combined assets. 

4. Each September since 1995, LAWPRO’s Board of Directors has reported to 

Convocation on changes to the Law Society’s Program for the following calendar year. 

The timing of this report is necessitated by the logistics of renewing upwards of 26,000 

policies effective January 1, and the need to negotiate and place any related or corollary 

reinsurance treaties. 

5. This report is also an opportunity for LAWPRO’s Board to review with 

Convocation issues of importance to its insurance operations and receive policy 
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direction where necessary. Financial information on LAWPRO and the Program is 

provided to Convocation throughout the year. 

6. Convocation established LAWPRO’s mandate in 1994 with the adoption of the 

Insurance Committee Task Force Report (“Task Force Report”). The mandate and 

principles of operation derived from the Task Force Report are as follows: 

• that LAWPRO be operated separate and apart from the Law Society by an 

independent board of directors; 

• that LAWPRO be operated in commercially reasonable manner; 

• that LAWPRO move to a system where the cost of insurance reflects the risk of 

claims; and 

• that claims be resolved fairly and expeditiously; however, this was not to be a 

system of “no-fault” compensation and there would be certain circumstances 

where coverage was denied or coverage was limited. 

For 2016, we have conducted our annual review of the Program to re-validate the 

approach and rating structure in light of these Task Force recommendations. 

7. The LAWPRO Board of Directors believes that these recommendations have 

been achieved in LAWPRO’s operations, and that the proposed Program for 2016 

continues to fulfill these principles. This report deals solely with the Program for the Law 

Society. The LAWPRO optional insurance segment, composed of TitlePLUS® title 

insurance and the Excess professional liability insurance programs, is planned to 

operate on an expected break-even or better basis. 
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2016 PROGRAM SUMMARY 

8. The following summarizes the 2016 professional liability insurance Program, as 

provided for in this report. 

Premium Pricing for 2016: 

(i) The base premium is $3,350 per lawyer for 2016, the same base premium 
charged in 2011 through 2015 (paragraph 110(a)). 

(ii) Revenues from real estate and civil litigation transaction levies collected by 
the Errors & Omissions Fund during the year are budgeted at $23.4 million for the 
purposes of establishing the base premium for 2016 and other budgetary 
purposes (paragraph 110(b)). 

(iii) The premium for the Real Estate Practice Coverage Option will be reduced 
to $100. This is a $150 reduction from the $250 charged in 2012 through 2015 
(paragraph 110(c)). 

(iv) 100 per cent of the premiums and losses for the Program will again be 
retained by LAWPRO in 2016, subject to limited capital backstop protection 
provided by the Errors & Omissions Fund, and reinsurance protecting the 
Program from multiple losses arising out of a common event or nexus (paragraph 
81). 

Combined Licensee (i.e., Paralegal/Lawyer) Professional Corporations: 

(v) To better avoid the possibility of duplication of claims, overlapping 
coverage and potential stacking of policy limits with paralegal insurer policies, 
for 2016 the Program policy will be amended to insure all licensee shareholders 
(i.e., including paralegal shareholders) of combined licensee professional 
corporations that are duly authorized by the Law Society. To assist in avoiding 
possible costs of cancellation of insurance, any such paralegal shareholders 
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whose existing insurance expires mid-year in 2016 will not be required to carry 
the Program insurance until expiry of their existing insurance in 2016 (paragraph 
22). 

Mentoring While on Exemption: 

(vi) To facilitate mentoring by exempt lawyers, for 2016 the Program will be 
amended so that claims arising out of mentoring services provided by lawyers 
while exempt from the payment of insurance premium levies under the Program 
(that would otherwise not be extended coverage due to a lawyer’s exempt status), 
will be deemed to be professional services provided by the lawyer as a practising 
lawyer insured under the Program, for the purposes of such lawyer’s run-off 
coverage (paragraph 32). 

LAWPRO Risk Management Credit: 

(vii) The LAWPRO Risk Management Credit will be continued for the 2016 
Program, with a $50 premium credit per approved CPD program, subject to a $100 
per lawyer maximum amount, to be applied for pre-approved legal and other 
educational programs taken and successfully completed by lawyers between 
September 16, 2015, and September 15, 2016, for which the lawyer has 
successfully completed the online Risk Management Credit Declaration Form 
(paragraph 53). 

Other Program Features (or Adjustments): 

(viii) Subject to the changes identified earlier in the report, the remaining 
exemption criteria, policy coverage, coverage options, and premium discounts 
and surcharges in place in 2015 will remain unchanged for the 2016 Program 
(paragraph 115). 
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The Errors & Omissions Insurance Fund: 

(ix) The investment income of the Errors & Omissions Fund which is surplus to 
the obligations of the Fund will be made available to the Law Society during 2016 
(paragraph 12). 

Conclusion: 

(x) The LAWPRO Board considers the Program changes to be appropriate and 
consistent with its mandate as set out in the 1994 Insurance Committee Task 
Force Report. The LAWPRO Board offers this Program of insurance for 2016 and 
asks for Convocation’s acceptance of this Report at the September Convocation, 
so that the 2016 Program can be implemented by January 1, 2016 (paragraph 
116). 
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PART 1 – THE ERRORS & OMISSIONS INSURANCE FUND 

9. LAWPRO provides service to the Law Society with respect to the Errors & 

Omissions Fund of the Law Society, which is currently in run-off mode. (The Errors & 

Omissions Fund was responsible for the insurance Program prior to 1990, and for a 

group deductible of up to $250,000 per claim prior to 1995.) 

10. In recent years the Errors & Omissions Fund resources have been utilized to 

settle outstanding claims (for Program policies in place between July 1, 1989 and 

December 31, 1994), maintain its investment in LAWPRO share capital, make available 

$15 million of funds to backstop the potential of significant deterioration in the loss 

experience under recent years’ Program policies, guarantee the level of supplementary 

premiums such as transaction levies, and make premium contributions where 

appropriate (see the Reinsurance and Capital Preservation section starting at 

paragraph 73 for more details). Where the investment income has been considered 

surplus to the Errors & Omissions Fund’s commitments, it has typically been 

aggregated for use to the benefit of the Law Society for general purposes. 

11. As of June 30, 2015, the Errors & Omissions Fund had outstanding claims 

liabilities of $0.3 million. The number of open files for 1994 and prior years stood at two. 

Since there are sufficient assets in the Errors & Omissions Fund to fully meet the 

outstanding liabilities, the LAWPRO Board is again satisfied that the investment income 

generated by the Errors & Omissions Fund is surplus to the needs of the Errors & 

Omissions Fund and can be used by the Law Society for its general purposes. 

12. Accordingly, the investment income of the Errors & Omissions Fund which 
is surplus to the obligations of the Fund will be made available to the Law Society 
during 2016. 
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PART 2 – CHANGES TO THE PROGRAM FOR 2016 

13. In developing the details of the 2016 Program, LAWPRO has, as always, 

considered the changing environment in which lawyers practise and any comments 

received from the profession during the previous year. The general structure of the 

current Program appears to generally meet the needs and practice realities of the 

profession for 2016. 

14. However, for the 2016 Program, two substantive modifications in the structure of 

the Program or in the form and substance of the policy are contemplated. 

Combined Licensee Professional Corporations 

15. Since 2014, the Program has insured paralegals (Class P1 licensees) who are in 

partnership with lawyers (Class L1 licensees) in what are referred to as “Combined 

Licensee Partnerships” (“CLPs”). In practice, the Law Society provides LAWPRO with 

notice of which firms are considered to be CLPs and directs the paralegal partners to 

apply for Program coverage with LAWPRO.  

16. As partners in the firm would have exposure when any members of the firm are 

sued, this change was made to better avoid the possibility of duplication of claims, 

overlapping coverage and potential stacking of policy limits with paralegal insurer 

policies. This change was also made appreciating the broader insurance protection 

afforded to lawyers under the Program policy and the exposure lawyer partners may 

have for any uninsured activities of firm paralegals.  

17. To date, paralegals in 22 firms have applied for coverage. All but one of these 

firms remain active. Of the 21 active combined licensee firms, at least nine of these are 

in fact not partnerships, but rather professional corporations. In total, it is estimated that 

about 20 paralegals currently hold shares in combined licensee professional 

corporations (“CLPCs”).  
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18. The Business Corporations Act (Ontario), the Law Society Act (“Act”) and Part II 

of By-law 7 made pursuant to the Act permit lawyers and licensed paralegals to practice 

law or provide legal services through a professional corporation provided the 

professional corporation has received a Certificate of Authorization from the Law 

Society. Under the current wording of By-law 6, which sets out the requirement that 

paralegals in CLP firms are required to maintain their practice coverage with LAWPRO, 

and Endorsement No. 13 of the 2015 Policy, which describes the coverage provided to 

paralegal partners, reference is made only to “partners” and “partnerships”, and not to 

“professional corporations” or “shareholders”. 

19. LAWPRO believes that the risk associated with lawyers and paralegals holding 

shares in CLPCs is similar to the risk presented to lawyers and paralegals who are in 

partnership together. If a claim is made against any “owner”, that claim could ultimately 

involve the firm itself, and any claim against the firm could involve all owners. If different 

insurers insure the various shareholders, a duplication of claims and overlapping 

coverage between insurers can be expected and the potential of an unintended stacking 

of policy limits exists. It could also lead to lawyers contributing to claims where the error 

was actually made by one of the paralegal shareholders, without the Program receiving 

an appropriate premium for this additional risk. 

20. Given this similarity in risk, premiums will be similarly applied to paralegals 

holding shares in CLPCs as they are to paralegal partners in CLPs. In that regard, 

based upon risk, a base rate of $600 has been established for paralegals not involved in 

the handling of claims for statutory accident benefits within the meaning of the 

Insurance Act, R.S.O. 1990, c., I.8 and a base rate of $1,000 has been established for 

paralegals involved in the handling of such claims.1 Base premiums are adjusted to 

reflect years in practice, part-time practice, claims history, etc., based upon risk. As well, 

transaction levies would apply as they do to lawyers in the firm. 

1 These base rates have been determined with the benefit of paralegal and other claims data, as well as 
an assessment of adequacy of market rates. It can be expected that base premiums, as well as discounts 
and surcharges, will be adjusted annually to reflect the growing claims data available, inflation and other 
factors commensurate with risk. 
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21. Features of the Program will generally apply to paralegal shareholders in CLPCs 

as they do to lawyer shareholders in the firm. For example, the LAWPRO Risk 

Management Credit will similarly be available to paralegal shareholders in CLPCs as it 

is to lawyer shareholders, and lawyer and paralegal shareholders in CLPCs will need to 

carry the same deductible option and innocent party sublimit. 

22. For 2016, the Program policy will be amended to insure all licensee 
shareholders (i.e., including paralegal shareholders) of combined licensee 
professional corporations that are duly authorized by the Law Society. To assist 
in avoiding possible costs of cancellation of insurance, any such paralegal 
shareholders whose existing insurance expires mid-year in 2016 will not be 
required to carry the Program insurance until expiry of their existing insurance in 
2016. 

Mentoring While on Exemption 

23. Mentoring promotes the dissemination of knowledge from more experienced 

lawyers to those with less experience. It can be a way for lawyers to expand their 

network and it can sometimes help lawyers that may otherwise feel isolated. A 

successful mentoring relationship should yield positive results for the mentor, the 

mentee and the mentee’s clients, and hopefully creates a cycle that will see the mentee 

one day also passing along his or her knowledge to a new generation of lawyers. 

24. While many of the advantages clients gain through their lawyer’s mentoring 

relationship are anecdotal in nature (i.e. there currently is no factual basis for showing 

that mentoring actually avoids claims and saves the Program money), LAWPRO is 

satisfied that mentoring may have a potential risk-management benefit. 

25. LAWPRO has taken a number of steps to date under the Program to facilitate 

mentoring. These steps have been at little cost to the Program and have been designed 

to allay the concerns of potential mentors regarding the possible effect of claims arising 

from the mentoring relationship on their deductible obligations and future years’ 

premiums. In this regard, since 2002 the Program has provided that such claims will 
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have no impact on a mentor’s deductible obligations and/or future year’s premiums, if 

the mentor and mentee:  

(a) have a written mentorship agreement in place (LAWPRO’s “Managing a 

Mentoring Relationship” booklet includes a sample mentorship agreement);  

(b) ensure that the mentor has no contact with the mentee’s clients; and  

(c) ensure that the mentee is responsible for individually and independently 

satisfying himself/herself of the soundness of any suggestions put forward by 

the mentor. 

26. By this approach, LAWPRO effectively supports practising lawyers who wish to 

mentor others. However, it does not address barriers that may keep lawyers who have 

left active private practise from entering into mentoring relationships.  

27. Lawyers who are currently on exemption from payment of the Program premiums 

are generally unable to “engage in the practice of law” (as this term is used in the rules 

for exemption eligibility and By-law 6 made pursuant to the Act) other than in specific 

circumstances, such as in-house lawyers and lawyers employed in government or 

education acting only for and on behalf of their employer.   

28. In this regard, a lawyer who gives legal advice respecting the laws of Ontario or 

Canada or provides any professional services of a barrister or solicitor for others would 

be considered to be engaged in the practice of law.2 Provided an exempt mentoring 

lawyer does not have contact with the mentee’s clients and the mentee independently 

verifies (or discounts) any suggestions made by the exempt mentor (with each party’s 

role typically set out in the mentorship agreement), then it would appear that the mentor 

has not engaged in the practice of law.  

29. Even with these safeguards in place, a claim may be made against the mentor 

for advice provided to a mentee during a period of exemption. 

2 Subsection 1(2) of By-law 6 made under the Act. 
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30. There would be no coverage for the exempt lawyer under the Program policy in 

its current form, since the run-off coverage afforded to exempt lawyers generally 

precludes coverage for claims arising out of professional services provided by the 

lawyer while exempt from the requirement to pay insurance premium levies under the 

Program. 

31. Given the perceived benefits to the legal profession and the small likely cost to 

the Program in having more experienced lawyers enter into well-structured and well-

managed mentoring relationships with those less experienced, it is the intention that 

claims made against exempt lawyers that arise out of mentoring services provided while 

on exemption be afforded coverage under the exempt lawyer’s run-off coverage, subject 

to LAWPRO’s established mentoring protocols being met. 

32. Accordingly, for 2016 the Program will be amended so that claims arising 
out of mentoring services provided by lawyers while exempt from the payment of 
insurance premium levies under the Program (that would otherwise not be 
extended coverage due to a lawyer’s exempt status), will be deemed to be 
professional services provided by the lawyer as a practising lawyer insured under 
the Program, for the purposes of such lawyer's run-off coverage. 
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PART 3 – THE PROFESSIONAL LIABILITY INSURANCE PROGRAM 

33. Persistent increases in the number and cost of claims over the last decade are 

putting significant pressure on the Program. The Program is also subject to ongoing 

uncertainty regarding investment income and transaction levies. Because of the 

elimination of the Premium Stabilization Fund, there is no longer a significant pool of 

money in the Law Society’s Errors & Omissions Fund which can routinely be used on an 

annual basis to insulate the Program from negative impacts. 

34. As LAWPRO works through these challenging times, its prudent and conservative 

approach to the issues of the day has stood it in good stead. LAWPRO has maintained a 

solid capital base, with a minimum capital test (“MCT”) as of June 30, 2015 of 249 per 

cent. This MCT result is above the regulators’ minimum level of 100 per cent and 

supervisory threshold of 150 per cent, and above LAWPRO’s internal minimum target of 

180 per cent. LAWPRO has a robust asset-liability matching program to ensure that the 

funds are available to satisfy the claims obligations undertaken to date. Also, LAWPRO 

has received a consistent “A” (Excellent) rating from A.M. Best Co. each year since 

2000. 

35. In 2015, LAWPRO has retained its “stable” outlook based on its commanding 

market profile and recent improvement in operating and underwriting results. (An 

“outlook”, which looks more to the future, is different from a “rating”.) However, A.M. 

Best Co. did note LAWPRO’s unfavourable loss ratio trends would continue to place 

pressure on its capital base. While the MCT of 249 per cent as of June 30, 2015, 

represents only a slightly unfavourable result compared with the 251 per cent as at 

December 31, 2014, note that a 36 percentage point drop under the new 2015 MCT 

rules is being phased-in by the regulators through to the end of 2017. Further note that 

LAWPRO’S level of capital is somewhat lower than various Canada-wide averages, such 

as the overall insurer average of over 270 per cent, the personal lines average of over 

250 per cent or the commercial lines average of over 300 per cent.3 The proposals 

3 As reported by MSA Research Inc. 
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outlined in the following pages are designed to address the present challenges in a 

prudent fashion and maintain LAWPRO’S ability to meet the needs of the Program in the 

years to come. 

36. To establish the recommended Program for 2016, the LAWPRO Board 

considered several factors, such as: 

• the cumulative effect of the recent underwriting and investment results, and the 

economic environment, on the Program; 

• the expected future loss cost; 

• the revenue sources which are expected to supplement the base levies; and 

• the inherent uncertainties in predicting the results of the Program each year. 

37. To ensure the Program’s long-term viability, LAWPRO and the Board took a 

prudent approach to projections of revenue, as well as claims frequency and severity, 

taking into account factors such as emerging claims trends, general economic 

conditions, the tax environment and inflationary pressures on the claims portfolio. 

38. As part of its ongoing planning process, LAWPRO looked at a five-year time 

horizon. Any LAWPRO forecast is reviewed and revised periodically based on new 

information as it emerges. The subject forecast reflects the trends detailed in this report, 

and takes a conservative approach to projecting the frequency and cost of claims under 

the Program. This prudent approach is dictated by uncertainties associated with 

predicting (a) general economic and inflationary trends, and (b) claims associated with 

recommended or recent Program changes, as applicable. 

Program Costs 

39. LAWPRO’s revenue requirements for the 2016 Program are based on the 

anticipated cost of claims for the year, as well as the cost of applicable taxes and 

Program administration. 
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40. Loss experience has trended up noticeably in terms of frequency since 2004, 

with more claims reported than in the earlier part of the decade. It is too early to form a 

final view on the development of the most recent fund years’ claims, such as 2013 

through 2015. However, despite a very recent stabilization in the number of claims 

involving $100,000 or more (as seen in the following charts), there is an overall longer 

term upward trend in claims severity (cost per claim). 
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41. For 2016, LAWPRO expects direct claims costs alone to be $93.5 million (see 

chart following). LAWPRO estimates total Program funds (that is, claims costs plus 

general expenses) required for 2016 to be $121.1 million. This estimate is slightly above 

the current forecast of total Program funds needed for 2015, which is approximately 

$119.0 million. 
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Risk Rating 

(a) Background 

42. As already discussed in this report, the Task Force Report concluded that the 

cost of insurance under the Program should generally reflect the risks. 

43. Specifically the Task Force Report indicated that “…as a fundamental, shaping 

principle, the cost of insurance should generally reflect the differences in risk history, 

differing risks associated with different areas of practice, and differing volumes of 

practice. But no insurance program can be solely risk-reflective and there must be some 

sharing and spreading of risk.”4 

44. In keeping with this approach, LAWPRO regularly conducts detailed analyses of 

the risks associated with the Program. The earlier results of these analyses are 

summarized in previous Reports to Convocation. These analyses concluded that the 

4 1994 Task Force Report, page 17. 
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practice of real estate and civil litigation represented a disproportionate risk when 

compared to other areas of practice, and that lawyers with a prior history of claims have 

a greater propensity for future claims than do other lawyers. 

45. The objective of risk rating was finally achieved in 1999 by applying various 

discounts and additional levies (such as the real estate and civil litigation transaction 

levies and claims history levy) to the Program. 

46. Risk rating, however, is not static. Because the relationship between the cost of 

claims and different areas of practice may change, LAWPRO must continue to monitor 

the Program to ensure that risk rating continues to be achieved. The results of these 

earlier risk analyses are re-evaluated each year, and the factors used to assess risk and 

determine premium under the Program are re-evaluated for degree of relevance. The 

factors currently used to match risk to premium include area of practice, years in 

practice, claims history, liability for partners and associates, and size of practice. 

47. As in the past, LAWPRO’s risk analysis also examined the degree of 

specialization, size of firm, and geographic location of practice as possible factors to be 

used in assessing risk and setting premiums. The potential factors were examined 

individually and on a combined basis to determine any correlation or dependencies. 

48. In 2015, this review has reaffirmed the overall validity of the rating structure 

currently in place, subject to certain adjustments in magnitude. The results of the 

customary re-evaluation of the earlier risk analyses are addressed in this report at 

paragraphs 54 to 72. 

(b) Practice Trends 

49. LAWPRO’s present risk analysis reaffirms the results of its last report indicating 

that the practice of real estate and civil litigation represent a disproportionate risk when 

compared to other areas of practice. These two areas of practice represent 69 per cent 

of the claims reported and 64 per cent of the claims costs under the Program in 2014. 
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50. In particular: 

a) Real estate claims costs have trended upwards since 2001, with real 

estate accounting for nearly 30 per cent of costs in many of those years. 

Since 2004, claims costs in this area of practice have increased almost 50 

per cent; 

b) In 2014, the exposure relating to the practice of civil litigation again was 

substantially more than that traditionally seen, with civil litigation 

accounting for 43 per cent of the claims reported and 45 per cent of the 

claims costs under the Program; 

c) In 2014, the nature of claims against civil litigators was also reaffirmed, 

with missed limitation period claims (including administrative dismissals) 

accounting for almost 36 per cent of litigation claims, whereas general 

conduct or handling of the matter accounted for about 64 per cent of these 

claims; and 

d) Lawyers with a prior claims history continue to have a considerably 

greater propensity for claims than other practising lawyers. Lawyers with 

claims in the prior 10 years were more than three times more likely to 

report a claim during the past year than those with no claims in the prior 

10 years. 

51. The result of this analysis is summarized in the graphs contained in Appendix 
“B” of this report. 
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(c) Risk Management Initiatives 

52. A principal mandate of LAWPRO is to help the legal profession manage the risk 

associated with practice. This is accomplished by providing lawyers with information, 

tools and resources that help them manage risk and practice in a more risk-averse 

fashion. Among LAWPRO’s major risk management initiatives are: 

• TitlePLUS® Program: TitlePLUS insurance is a competitive title insurance 

product that has made a positive difference in the Ontario real estate market. It 

expands the choice offered to consumers and lawyers. It influences the 

behaviour of other title insurers. It educates consumers and has expanded 

policy coverages available to them. It also educates lawyers on title insurance 

and real estate trends. The TitlePLUS program promotes real estate lawyers 

and recommends that consumers seek the advice of lawyers when closing their 

real estate transactions. 

TitlePLUS staff have also given presentations at various CPD programs on title 

insurance and fraud prevention measures in real estate transactions. These 

are designed to provide the legal profession, including new lawyers entering 

practice, with the tools they need to manage risk and avoid claims under both 

the professional liability and TitlePLUS programs. 

“TitlePLUS Today”, the department’s news bulletin, is sent regularly to 

subscribing lawyers across Canada, providing legal and underwriting updates 

on current national real estate issues. Also, in recognition of the role support 

staff play in real estate transactions, the department publishes “TitlePLUS 

Tips”, a bulletin written especially for support staff in the offices of subscribing 

lawyers. To increase lawyer and clerk understanding of the products and risk 

management techniques, links to how-to videos and risk management videos 

were distributed via these newsletters. 

In 2014, LAWPRO continued with its consumer education program which 

involved a media campaign highlighting the role of lawyers in real estate 

transactions and TitlePLUS insurance. Overall, the consumer education 
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program involved 169 articles, generating over 12.9 million impressions. 

Additionally, articles on wills, family law and starting a business highlighted 

other ways in which lawyers can be of service to the public. 

• practicePRO® Program: Now in its 17th year, LAWPRO’s successful risk 

management and claims prevention initiative is a recognized source of high-

quality risk management tools and resources, both inside and outside of 

Ontario. This year, practicePRO staff helped lawyers avoid malpractice claims 

through articles in LAWPRO Magazine and other law-related publications, 

information on the practicePRO website and AvoidAClaim blog, social media, 

live presentations, and an exhibitor presence at CPD programs and other law-

related events. The practicePRO program has significant presence in the legal 

community by maintaining relationships and actively working with its various 

constituents, including the Law Society, the Ontario and Canadian Bar 

Associations, local law associations, legal goods and service providers, the 

legal and mainstream press and others. 

• LAWPRO Magazine: With its strong risk management focus, LAWPRO’s 

flagship publication continues to play an important role in helping lawyers avoid 

malpractice claims. Through an Annual Review issue of the magazine 

published each spring, LAWPRO provides lawyers with an overview of claims 

trends and an explanation of how these affected their premiums and LAWPRO’s 

financial results. This Annual Review issue also provides information on 

LAWPRO’s efforts to prevent claims and to advance lawyers’ interests with the 

government and public opinion. The September 2014 issue of LAWPRO 

Magazine, titled The Changing Face of the Profession focused on collaborating 

effectively with colleagues and clients, regardless of their culture or personal 

identity characteristics. It highlighted scenarios where cultural issues can cause 

claims. 

• Fraud: In terms of the risk they present to the Program, fraud-related claims 

are an ongoing and significant concern for LAWPRO. LAWPRO continues to 

take steps to combat fraud through measures within its own operations, its 
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relationship with the legal profession, and by working as occasions arise with 

law enforcement, land registry, banking, insurance and other organizations and 

industries also affected by fraud. The Fraud Fact Sheet was updated in early 

2015 with information on new trends and scams. This resource was 

downloaded nearly 6,000 times from the practicePRO website and handed out 

at numerous CPD programs and events sponsored by the practicePRO and 

TitlePLUS programs in 2014. The AvoidAClaim blog continues to be an 

important tool for alerting lawyers to the latest email and online fraud scams as 

they happen. It averages almost 660 visitors a day and had 200 fraud-related 

posts made to it in 2014. Lawyers from all over Ontario and elsewhere visit the 

blog after searching the names of fraudsters pretending to be prospective 

clients, often because the matters appear to be suspicious. The information 

provided by LAWPRO has helped many Ontario lawyers avoid being duped. 

• Rule 48 Admin Dismissals: Effective January 1, 2015, a new Rule 48.14 

brought significant changes to the administrative dismissal regime in Ontario. 

LAWPRO strongly encouraged lawyers to take steps to familiarize themselves 

with the change requirements under the new Rule 48.14, and in particular the 

transition provisions. This message was incorporated into speaking 

engagements, LAWPRO Magazine and webzines, the AvoidAClaim blog and on 

social media. An eight-page Rule 48 Transition Toolkit is currently in 

distribution. 

• Consultations: The practicePRO program actively worked with various entities 

to ensure that professional liability and risk management concerns were taken 

into account when policy issues were under discussion. LAWPRO made 

submissions to the Law Society on a variety of formal and informal 

consultations, including the corporate and insurance issues that ABS 

implementation would raise. LAWPRO presented risk management information 

to students at the Law Practice Programs at Ryerson and the University of 

Ottawa and worked to get claims and risk management information into the 

Lakehead University law school curriculum.   
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• practicePRO Lending Library: To help lawyers improve their practices, this 

library makes 150 of the best books on law practice, technology and risk 

management topics available on loan for free to all Ontario lawyers. In 2014, 

115 books went out on loan to 82 lawyers. 

• The LAWPRO Risk Management Credit: This premium credit offered under 

the Program is another significant LAWPRO risk management initiative. In 

2001, a premium credit of $50 was first offered to lawyers using the 

practicePRO Online Coaching Centre, an Internet-based, self-coaching tool 

that helps lawyers enhance their business and people skills. The premium 

credit was broadened in the following year to provide a $50 credit (to a 

maximum of $100 per lawyer per year) for designated law-related CPD 

programs completed by the lawyer. For a credit on premiums for 2016, lawyers 

(and paralegal partners in combined licensee partnerships) must have 

participated in LAWPRO-approved CPD programs between September 16, 

2014 and September 15, 2015. In addition to the Online Coaching Centre and 

Homewood Health e-Courses, 281 programs qualified for the credit during this 

period. These programs had approximately 55,000-60,000 attendees. 

Prior to the implementation of the LAWPRO Risk Management Credit, most 

CPD programs focused solely on substantive law. Due to the Risk 

Management Credit and the Law Society’s new focus on mandatory ethics and 

professionalism content, a significant number of Ontario CPD programs have 

been broadened to include risk management and claims prevention content. 

53. In addition to the other risk management initiatives described above, the 
LAWPRO Risk Management Credit will be continued for the 2016 Program, with a 
$50 premium credit per approved CPD program, subject to a $100 per lawyer 
maximum amount, to be applied for pre-approved legal and other educational 
programs taken and successfully completed by lawyers between September 16, 
2015, and September 15, 2016, for which the lawyer has successfully completed 
the online Risk Management Credit Declaration Form. 
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(d) Revalidating Risk Rating 

54. It is important to periodically re-evaluate the Program by area of practice to 

ensure that it continues to be effective in its risk rating. The following chart shows the 

distribution of ultimate expected claims costs by detailed area of practice commencing 

in 2001 (being Fund Year Z). 

 

55. Apparent from this chart are the significant claims costs in many practice areas 

and the fact that real estate and litigation continue to be higher risk on a consistent 

basis over a multi-year period. 

56. The fact that few lawyers practice exclusively in one area provides a compelling 

reason to group together common or related areas of practice. However, to ensure that 

risk rating is being achieved, the Program’s anticipated losses and related costs must 

be compared to the premiums. Based on the most recent loss experience under the 

Program (including that seen under the Program up to December 31, 2014), the 

following chart compares the anticipated losses and costs distributed by area of law to 

the proposed base premiums by primary area of practice. The premiums in this chart 
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include the proposed base premiums with real estate practice coverage, innocent party 

and base premium adjustments, but exclude transaction levies and claims history 

surcharges. 

 

57. The shortfall between the anticipated claims costs and expenses to base 

premiums is particularly significant for the areas of real estate law and civil litigation. 

58. The latest Program statistics indicate that without the benefit of the transaction 

and claims history levy revenues, the 2016 base premium would be about $9,000 for 

those whose primary area of practice is real estate. 

59. Past Reports to Convocation have discussed the importance of using the 

transaction and claims history surcharge levies as premiums, to avoid any substantial 
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dislocation among the bar in the higher areas of practice which would otherwise occur 

with risk rating.5 

60. By including the transaction and claims history surcharge levies in most recent 

years, a shortfall for real estate and civil litigation claims costs is typically overcome. 

Therefore, it is proposed to maintain the levies at the same level for 2016. 

61. In April 2008, LAWPRO introduced a Real Estate Practice Coverage Option 

(“REPCO”). One REPCO claim has arisen as of June 30, 2014, representing a limit loss 

of $250,000, which was paid out. LAWPRO is maintaining an actuarial loss reserve for 

potential incidents that have occurred but have not yet been reported to LAWPRO. 

(Since the essence of REPCO coverage is to compensate for an act of fraud by the 

insured lawyer, it is unlikely that there will be an immediate report by the lawyer 

involved; therefore, LAWPRO is making a conservative assumption that there will often 

be delays in reporting under this coverage.)  

62. To acknowledge the promising results to date, the price of the REPCO coverage 

has been reduced over time. For its first two years, it was $500 per insured. In 2010 this 

was reduced by a prudent $100 to $400. In 2012 it was reduced by a further $150 to 

$250, which has been its price until 2015. Actuarial analysis has confirmed that a further 

reduction in 2016 would be merited. 

63. Accordingly, the premium for REPCO will be reduced to $100. 

64. The following chart compares the anticipated premiums sorted by the lawyer’s 

primary area of practice (plus the claims history surcharge, REPCO premium as revised 

and transaction levies) to the anticipated claims costs and expenses for each area of 

law. 

5 1999 LAWPRO Report to Convocation, pp. 18-22; 1998 LAWPRO Report to Convocation, pp. 37-37; and 
1996 LAWPRO Report to Convocation, pp. 32-36. 
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65. This comparison indicates that, with the benefit of the transaction and claims 

history surcharge levies, and including the REPCO premium, there is a more acceptable 

correlation between revenues and claims for the major practice areas. Although some 

moderation in civil litigation claims costs can be expected over time with the recent 

change in Rule 48, the recent years’ spike in civil litigation costs will need to be 

monitored to determine whether any action should be taken on this category. 

66. The graph does indicate some subsidy by area of practice, especially by the 

practitioners in the “All Other” category. This subsidy changes somewhat over time and 

may vary considerably from year to year for the smaller practice areas, if they were 

broken down in greater detail. 

67. The area of wills and estates has experienced an increase in claim costs over the 

past decade. Given the relatively small number of practitioners in this area, a few large 

claims often skew the results. LAWPRO will continue to monitor these results and 

propose any action, if appropriate, at a future date. 
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68. Appreciating the foregoing variables and possibilities of comparison by area of 

practice, it appears that the Program does substantially meet its objectives of risk rating, 

and that the proposed Program will continue to do so in the coming year. Although 

some subsidy may exist for certain areas of practice, when taking into account 

operating costs and commercial realities, the cost of insurance under the Program is 

considered to generally reflect the risk. Notably, the Task Force Report acknowledged 

that “…no insurance program can be solely risk-reflective and there must be some 

sharing and spreading of risk.”6 

69. Other aspects reviewed in the analysis included the exposure based on the size 

of the firm, year of call, geographic location and prior claims history. The overall results 

of this analysis reaffirm the premium discounts already in place, including the surcharge 

applied to practitioners with a prior claims history. The results of this analysis are 

reproduced in select graphs in Appendix “B”. 

70. Although the volume (size) of practice may not be wholly determinative of risk, 

the transaction levies do reflect the volume of business transacted in a practice, as well 

as the higher risk associated with real estate conveyancing and civil litigation. 

71. Accordingly, the LAWPRO Board is satisfied with the continued use of transaction 

and claims history levy revenues as premium, with the result that the cost of insurance 

under the Program continues to generally reflect the risk. 

72. Various examples of premiums which would be charged to members depending 

on the nature of their practice are summarized in Appendix “C” of this report. 

Reinsurance and Capital Preservation 

73. LAWPRO annually assesses its need for reinsurance based on its capital position 

and its claims results and volatility. 

6 1994 Insurance Committee Task Force Report, at page 17. 
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74. In its early years, LAWPRO purchased Program-wide quota share reinsurance. A 

stronger financial position and more stable claims experience enabled LAWPRO to 

cease reinsuring the Program with quota share reinsurance starting in 2003. In addition 

to relying on LAWPRO’s own capital, the resources of the Errors & Omissions Fund up 

to a $15 million cap were effectively relied on starting in 2003. An enhanced 

retrospective premium endorsement provided that for certain years actual loss 

experience above a certain threshold would be borne by the Errors & Omissions Fund 

through additional premiums. On the other hand, actual loss experience below a certain 

threshold would trigger a refund of premiums to the Errors & Omissions Fund. The 

Errors & Omissions Fund used the Premium Stabilization Fund (“PSF”) as a mechanism 

to fulfill its potential obligation for additional premiums and as a place to hold premium 

refunded. 

75. Given the current uncertain environment for future claims, transaction levies and 

investment income, and the rapidly declining balance of the PSF, it was decided in 

September 2009 that LAWPRO would achieve greater Program stability by retaining any 

future favourable claims development. As a result, the refund aspect of the retrospective 

premium endorsement was not continued in the 2010 Program. 

76. As already noted, under the endorsement as drafted in certain years before 

2010, additional premium payments relating to past insurance fund years were 

potentially required as final claims costs emerged. Accordingly, recognizing the 

decreased size of the PSF and not wanting to place undue pressure on the Errors & 

Omissions Fund as a whole, the threshold for the additional premium aspect of the 

retrospective premium endorsement was increased in 2010. 

77. For 2016, it is proposed that there continue to be a $15 million dollar cap on the 

Errors & Omissions Fund’s exposure to provide additional premium to LAWPRO. As in 

2010 through 2015, to the extent that the net loss ratio exceeds the anticipated loss 

ratio for the year by an absolute 10 per cent, the Errors & Omissions Fund would cover 

the losses. The 2010 through 2016 backstop provisions will be evaluated separately, 

with the $15 million limit shared by the six fund years. The lower likelihood of a payout 
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by the Errors & Omissions Fund in this regime, as it commenced on January 1, 2010, 

makes the protection more akin to a catastrophic coverage, providing payout only in the 

unlikely scenario that an insurance fund year experienced significant deterioration from 

its initial expectations. 

78. By relying on its own resources and the $15 million backstop from the Errors & 

Omissions Fund as described above, LAWPRO will not need to pursue the expensive 

course of purchasing reinsurance on a Program-wide basis. 

79. For 2016, LAWPRO will again look to purchase reinsurance protection against the 

possibility of multiple losses arising out of a common event or nexus, as it has since 

2005 (the “Clash Excess of Loss Reinsurance”). This protection against aggregated 

losses extends across both the professional liability and TitlePLUS programs, and offers 

some measure of protection against a series of claims, such as fraud-related claims 

where the fraudster targets more than one lawyer, or a single defect in title affecting an 

entire condominium project. 

80. Since January 1, 2013, LAWPRO has purchased an additional $20 million limit 

above what had been the existing $10 million limit under the Clash Excess of Loss 

Reinsurance (for a possible total limit of $30 million in coverage above LAWPRO’s 

retained exposure). This additional $20 million layer covers multiple claims that directly 

or indirectly relate to class proceedings. In 2016, LAWPRO will again look to purchase 

the higher layer of protection, at least against the possibility of class proceedings 

against multiple insureds. 

81. Accordingly, 100 per cent of the premiums and losses for the Program will 
again be retained by LAWPRO in 2016, subject to limited capital backstop 
protection provided by the Errors & Omissions Fund, and reinsurance protecting 
the Program from multiple losses arising out of a common event or nexus. 
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Revenues 

82. To meet the total expected Program obligations for 2016, LAWPRO first evaluates 

its likely investment income, and then considers premium sources. By way of contrast 

with some recent years, there will be no contribution from the Errors & Omissions Fund 

to minimize the base premium, rather premium revenues to meet fiscal requirements for 

2016 will come only from two principal sources: the base premium7 and levy 

surcharges. 

83. The projected premium revenues from these two sources are as follows: 

 

(a) Investment Income 

84. LAWPRO takes full advantage of the time between the collection of premiums 

and the payment of claim costs by investing any available funds into a well-diversified 

7 “Base premiums” includes base premiums with applied discount or charges, as well as innocent party 
and REPCO premiums. 
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portfolio of fixed income and equity securities. LAWPRO uses the resulting investment 

income to help pay operating and claims expenses, thereby reducing the amount of 

funds that must come from premium sources. 

85. LAWPRO provides further stability to the Program by segregating into a separate 

portfolio (the liability-matched portfolio) sufficient money to pay anticipated future claims 

costs, with any surplus capital held in a different portfolio. The securities in the liability-

matched portfolio consist of high-quality government and corporate fixed income 

securities, with the future cash inflows to LAWPRO arranged to coincide with the 

expected payout patterns of the future claim costs. The surplus portfolio consists of a 

prudent mix of fixed income and equity securities. 

86. During recent years, investment returns have weakened as the worldwide credit 

crunch resulted in some depressed equity and fixed income prices. In addition, with 

central banks such as the Bank of Canada lowering their overnight interest rates to 

rock-bottom levels, the rates of return on fixed income securities have also dropped 

significantly. For LAWPRO, the downward pressure on returns is exacerbated as fixed 

income securities mature and need to be reinvested at these low rates. Rate cuts by the 

Bank of Canada will put further pressure on investment income, and it will likely be 

some time before interest rates available upon purchasing new fixed income securities 

equal the rates that have been available to LAWPRO in the past. 

87. LAWPRO’s prudent investing philosophy helped protect its portfolios (both 

liability-matched and surplus as described above) from significant losses of principal 

during the economic turbulence of recent years. Further, LAWPRO’S portfolio has been 

well-positioned to participate in the recent recovery in the equity markets. However, as a 

result of continued market uncertainty, LAWPRO has set its expected return on 

investments for 2016 at 3.15 per cent, slightly lower than the 3.25 per cent originally 

projected for 2015, and significantly lower than the 5 per cent (or higher) in previous 

years. 
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(b) Levy Surcharge 

88. The Ontario real estate market has been quite resilient in the last few years, but 

there are indications that the market will be varied in the near term. Statistics published 

by Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation in June 2015 indicate that the number of 

resale transactions increased by 3.8 per cent in 2014, and is forecast to increase 1.8 

per cent in 2015 but then decrease by almost 3.1 per cent in 2016. Regarding new 

housing starts, after a 3.2 per cent decrease in 2014, results are forecast to increase by 

4.3 per cent in 2015 before dropping 1.8 per cent in 2016. 

89. At present, the levy surcharges include a $50 civil litigation transaction levy and a 

$65 real estate transaction levy, as well as a claims history levy surcharge.8 Revenues 

from these levy surcharges are applied as premiums, to supplement the base levy. 

90. Civil litigation and claims history levy surcharge revenues have been quite stable 

over time, while the revenue from real estate transaction levies declined by 

approximately 50 per cent between 1999 and 2009 (prior to the increase in levy for the 

2010 Program). 

91. The increased use of title insurance is considered to be largely responsible for a 

reduction in the count of real estate transaction levies since 1999. Lawyers acting for 

those obtaining an interest or charge in the land in many instances are not required to 

pay a transaction levy, where the interests of all parties obtaining an interest or charge 

in the property are title-insured, and the acting lawyer or lawyers are provided with the 

appropriate release and indemnity protection by the title insurer, based on a standard 

form agreement entered into between the title insurer and the Law Society on behalf of 

Ontario lawyers. 

92. It is estimated that more than 90 per cent of residential real estate transactions in 

Ontario are title-insured.9 In recent years, the number of real estate transaction levies 

8 The claims history levy surcharge ranges from $2,500 for a lawyer with one claim paid in the last five 
years in practice, to $25,000 for a lawyer with five claims paid in the last five years in practice (an 
additional $10,000 is levied for each additional claim paid in excess of five). 
9 LAWPRO makes this estimate based on the correlation between real estate sales data and transaction 
levy filings. 
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collected has moved in tandem with residential real estate sales. This indicates a 

maturity or saturation of this market for title insurance. 

93. More recently, the number of transaction levies stabilized as a result of the solid 

Ontario real estate sales. As of July 2015, transaction levy revenues are slightly above 

expectations at $0.9 million over budget. 

94. To account for ongoing uncertainties in the real estate market and the prospect 

of a shortfall, a conservative approach has been taken in estimating revenues from levy 

surcharges for 2016. 

95. As described above in this report, the use of transaction levies ensures an 

element of risk rating in the Program, as both real estate and civil litigation continue to 

represent a disproportionate risk when compared to other areas of legal practice. The 

use of levies also avoids the substantial dislocation which likely would occur if the base 

premiums were increased to reflect the risk, and reflects the consensus reached with 

the affected sectors of the bar and others in the profession as the most equitable way to 

achieve risk rating when introduced in 1995. 

96. For 2016, LAWPRO estimates transaction levy revenues at $23.4 million. 

(c) Errors & Omissions Fund 

97. Since the introduction of the 1999 Program, any receipts in excess of those 

budgeted from the transaction levies and claims history surcharges collected in the year 

were held within the PSF component of the Errors & Omissions Fund. They were 

managed on a revolving account basis and applied to the Program. These funds were 

used to guard against any future shortfall in levy receipts in a given year, appreciating 

the difficulties in forecasting transaction levy revenues in a changing economic climate, 

and acted in some years as a buffer against the need for increases in base premium 

revenues. 

98. Because of the obligation to meet its retrospective premium obligation for 2009, 

which involved a payout of $13 million given the one-time retrospective impact of the 
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HST, the PSF was exhausted as of December 31, 2009. While in recent years the 

Errors & Omissions Fund has held well over $60 million of surplus, the vast majority of 

those funds have already been committed for specific purposes, such as the $15 million 

Program backstop (see paragraphs 73 through 81) and the Errors & Omissions Fund’s 

investment in LAWPRO shares. 

99. Given the low remaining available surplus balance, effective the 2014 Program 

the guarantee mechanism relating to claims history surcharges was discontinued. In 

2014, LAWPRO reported to Convocation that discontinuing the remainder of the Errors & 

Omissions Fund’s guarantee mechanism (i.e., relating to transaction levies) would 

better align the Program with both the risk transfer requirements pursuant to IFRS 4 

“Insurance Contracts” and the Office of the Superintendent of Financial Institutions’ 

(“OSFI”) views on related party transactions. 

100. Therefore, the Program discontinued the transaction levy guarantee mechanism 

effective January 1, 2015 and an amount of $2.5 million (LAWPRO’s current best 

estimate of the remainder notionally being held for this previously revolving account) 

was drawn from that surplus and applied towards the premium under the 2015 Program. 

This helped to address the continued high claims costs experienced by the Program 

and near-term capital pressures (see below). Note that the current LAWPRO five-year 

projection does not assume further contributions from the Errors & Omissions Fund to 

support the base rate premium, or any backstop for levy surcharges of any type. 

(d) Capital Requirements 

101. As a final consideration before determining the base premium, LAWPRO must 

consider its capital needs. Canadian regulators use the Minimum Capital Test (“MCT”) 

in order to assess capital adequacy of a property and casualty insurer. The MCT is a 

risk-based ratio calculation which compares the insurer’s capital or net assets available 

to the “capital required.” Through the capital required component of the test, regulators 

prescribe certain additional capital or margins that must be held based on the various 

types of assets and liabilities on the insurer’s balance sheet. 
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102. A significant margin requirement relates to the approximate 20 per cent 

additional capital that must be held for all the net claims liabilities on the books that 

relate to commercial liability (which includes professional liability coverage). Given the 

steady historical growth of LAWPRO’s net claims liabilities over the last decade or so, 

even a net income of $5 million can often lead to a decline in LAWPRO’s MCT ratio. As 

a very general rule of thumb, LAWPRO requires in the neighbourhood of $5 million to $7 

million of either net income or increased after-tax net unrealized gains on its surplus 

portfolio10
  to achieve a stable to slightly increasing MCT ratio. 

103. The determination of a specific insurer’s “ideal” MCT ratio is no easy task, as the 

current industry metrics are primarily designed simply to identify levels that are too low. 

Canadian regulators require that insurers do not fall below various MCT levels, such as 

the 100 per cent minimum and 150 per cent supervisory levels. In addition, working in 

conjunction with LAWPRO, the regulators have accepted 180 per cent as the internal 

target level. All of these figures represent minimum MCT levels, not ideal operating 

targets in and of themselves. 

104. Subject to future regulatory direction in this regard, the Board believes that a 

long-term operating MCT target in the neighborhood of 220 to 230 per cent balances 

LAWPRO’s risk profile and its unique ability to set premiums and raise capital, which 

differs significantly from those of other commercial insurers in Canada. An MCT in this 

range would allow LAWPRO some capacity to absorb unexpected losses or changes in 

market conditions, and have time to implement a strategy to restore capital levels to the 

desired range. 

105. While LAWPRO’s MCT at 249 per cent as of June 2015 is above the Board’s 

preferred long term range, key near-term trends must also be considered. For example, 

effective January 1, 2015 the Canadian insurance regulators have implemented a new 

manner in which the MCT ratio is calculated. Under the new capital regime LAWPRO’s 

MCT ratio dropped about 36 percentage points, though the ratio is temporarily elevated 

as regulators are phasing in this adjustment over three years (LAWPRO’s current MCT 

10 Increases in net unrealized gains relating to the liability-matched portfolio, as well as realized gains, are 
included in net income. 
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would be just under 220 per cent without this adjustment). In addition, OSFI has 

released Guideline E-19 Own Risk Solvency Assessment (ORSA), which is 

fundamentally changing the manner in which an insurer’s regulatory internal target ratio 

will be calculated. As a result, LAWPRO’s regulatory capital will be under significant 

pressure in the near to medium term. 

106. Given LAWPRO’s current capital levels as well as near-term challenges, the 

premium for 2016 and onwards must be set at a level that generates significantly more 

than a break-even result, allowing LAWPRO to continue a phase of capital ratio 

stabilization and replenishment. 

(e) Base Premiums 

107. Based on the previous discussion of Program costs, sources of revenue and 

capital needs, the base premium will be set at $3,350 per member to account for a 

continued elevated level of claims experience and the likelihood of continuing economic 

uncertainty. In summary, the 2016 proposed base premium is based on the following 

key assumptions: 

• 26,053 practising insured lawyers (full-time equivalents); 

• $121.1 million in anticipated total Program costs (paragraph 41); 

• $23.4 million in budgeted transaction levy revenues (paragraph 96); and 

• 3.15 per cent return on investment (paragraph 87). 
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108. At this time, the Board is satisfied that this base premium rate appropriately 

recognizes the uncertainties in emerging claims experience and economic conditions, 

and allows the Program to continue to operate on a self-sustaining basis while 

protecting LAWPRO’s overall financial position. The rate is consistent with information 

provided in the Report to Convocation in recent years. It was repeatedly noted that the 

historically low base premium (for example, less than $2,500 per insured lawyer) may 

not be sustainable in future years, as higher claims costs had already begun to emerge. 

In particular, the beneficial 2008 base premium level was a method of giving the benefit 

to the bar during 2008 of some superior 2007 investment results and favourable claim 

reserve development for earlier fund years. As noted earlier, investment returns in the 

current market are lower than in 2006 and 2007, and claims experience in terms of 

frequency and severity has deteriorated. Also, the full impact on the Program of 

Ontario’s adoption of HST has now been evaluated and factored into the premium 

calculations. It should be noted that a base premium of $3,350 per lawyer in 2016 is 

significantly lower than premiums charged in the past. In fact, if inflation were removed, 
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this premium would be the equivalent to about $2,250 in 1995 dollars, compared to the 

$3,350 actually being charged now. 

109. In setting a base rate for 2016, LAWPRO tested its five-year planning horizon 

under various scenarios. Overall LAWPRO results are projected to exceed break-even, 

thus allowing LAWPRO to both stabilize and strengthen its capital position for the 

possible challenges of coming years. Many factors influence this forecast, most 

significantly interest rates and claims experience. The results of this forecast cannot be 

considered definitive in nature and further base rate increases may be required in future 

years. 

110. Accordingly: 

a) The base premium is $3,350 per lawyer for 2016, the same base premium 
charged in 2011 through 2015; 

b) Revenues from real estate and civil litigation transaction levies collected by 
the Errors & Omissions Fund during the year are budgeted at $23.4 million for 
the purposes of establishing the base premium for 2016 and other budgetary 
purposes; and 

c) The premium for the Real Estate Practice Coverage Option will be reduced to 
$100. This is a $150 reduction from the $250 charged in 2012 through 2015. 

(f) Other Program Features (or Adjustments) 

111. With the exception of the changes specifically described in this report, all aspects 

of the Program for 2016 will remain unchanged from the Program now in place. 

112. As detailed in Appendix “A”, subject to the noted changes, the current Program 

for lawyers in private practice encompasses the following: 

• standard practice coverage, including Mandatory Innocent Party Coverage; and 
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• coverage options, including Innocent Party Buy-Up, Part-Time Practice, 

Restricted Area of Practice and Real Estate Practice. 

113. The current Program also provides for premium discount and surcharges. 

Discount and surcharges as a percentage of premium include: 

• New Lawyer discount; 

• Part-Time Practice discount; 

• Restricted Area of Practice Option discount; 

• adjustments for deductible options and minimum premiums; and 

• a surcharge in the event that no completed application form is filed. 

114. Discounts and surcharges as stated dollar amounts include: 

• the Mandatory Innocent Party premium; 

• optional Innocent Party Buy-Up premium; 

• the Real Estate Practice Coverage premium; 

• premium discount for early lump sum payment; 

• e-filing discount; and 

• Continuing Professional Development discount. 

115. Subject to the changes identified earlier in the report, the remaining 
exemption criteria, policy coverage, coverage options, and premium discounts 
and surcharges in place in 2015 will remain unchanged for the 2016 Program.

CONCLUSION 

116. The LAWPRO Board considers the Program changes to be appropriate and 

consistent with its mandate as set out in the 1994 Insurance Committee Task Force 

Report. The LAWPRO Board offers this Program of insurance for 2016 and asks for 
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Convocation’s acceptance of this Report at the September Convocation, so that the 

2016 Program can be implemented by January 1, 2016. 

ALL OF WHICH LAWPRO’S BOARD OF DIRECTORS RESPECTFULLY SUBMITS TO 

CONVOCATION. 

September 2015 

Susan T. McGrath 
Chair of the Board 
Lawyers’ Professional Indemnity Company 
 
 
 
 
 
Ian D. Croft 
Vice-Chair of the Board 
Lawyers’ Professional Indemnity Company
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Appendix “A” 

The Standard Program Coverage for 201611 

Eligibility 

• Required of all lawyer sole practitioners, lawyers practising in association or 

partnership, paralegals acting in partnership with lawyer(s), paralegals holding 

shares in professional corporations with lawyer(s) and lawyers practising in a 

Law Corporation, who are providing services in private practices. 

• Required of all other lawyers (e.g. retired lawyers, in-house corporate counsel 

and other lawyers no longer in private practice) who do not fully meet the 

Program exemption criteria. 

• Available to lawyers who do meet the exemption criteria but opt to purchase 

the insurance coverage. 

Coverage Limit 

• $1 million per CLAIM/$2 million aggregate (i.e. for all claims made in 2016), 

applicable to CLAIM expenses, indemnity payments and/or cost of repairs 

together. 

Standard DEDUCTIBLE 

• $5,000 per CLAIM applicable to CLAIM expenses, indemnity payments and/or 

costs of repairs together. 

Standard base premium 

• $3,350 per insured lawyer. 

  

11 Terms entirely capitalized are as defined in the Program policy. 
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Transaction Premium Levy 

• $65 per real estate transaction and $50 per civil litigation transaction; 

• No real estate transaction levy generally payable by transferee’s lawyer if title-

insured. 

Premium reductions for new lawyers 

• Premium for lawyers with less than 4 full years of practice (private and public): 

◊ less than 1 full year in practice: premium discount equal to 50 per cent of 
base premium; 

◊ less than 2 years in practice: premium discount equal to 40 per cent of 
base premium; 

◊ less than 3 full years in practice: premium discount equal to 30 per cent of 
base premium; 

◊ less than 4 full years in practice: premium discount equal to 20 per cent of 
base premium. 

Mandatory Innocent Party Coverage 

Eligibility 

The minimum coverage of $250,000 per claim/in the aggregate must be purchased by 

paralegals in partnership with lawyer(s), paralegals who own shares in professional 

corporations with lawyer(s) and all lawyers practising in association or partnership 

(including general, CLP, MDP and LLP partnerships), or in the employ of other lawyers. 

The minimum coverage must also be purchased by all lawyers practising in a Law 

Corporation, where two or more lawyers practise in the Law Corporation. 

Premium 

$250 per insured lawyer. 
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2016 Program Options 
1. Deductible option 

$Nil deductible 

• Increase in premium equal to 15 per cent of base premium ($502.50 increase). 

$2,500 deductible applicable to claim expenses, indemnity payments and/or costs of 

repairs together 

• Increase in premium equal to 7.5 per cent of base premium ($251.25 increase). 

$2,500 deductible applicable to indemnity payments and/or costs of repairs only 

• Increase in premium equal to 12.5 per cent of base premium ($418.75 

increase). 

Standard Program: $5,000 deductible applicable to claim expenses, indemnity 

payments and/or costs of repairs together 

• Base premium of $3,350 per insured lawyer. 

$5,000 deductible applicable to indemnity payments and/or costs of repairs only 

• Increase in premium equal to 10 per cent of base premium ($335 increase). 

$10,000 deductible applicable to claim expenses, indemnity payments and/or costs of 

repairs together 

• Decrease in premium equal to 7.5 per cent of base premium ($251.25 

decrease). 

$10,000 deductible applicable to indemnity payments and/or costs of repairs only 

• Increase in premium equal to 7.5 per cent of base premium ($251.25 increase). 
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$25,000 deductible applicable to claim expenses, indemnity payments and/or costs of 

repairs together 

• Decrease in premium equal to 12.5 per cent of base premium ($418.75 

decrease). 

2. Innocent Party Sublimit Coverage Options 

Innocent Party Coverage Sublimit Buy-Up: For lawyers practising in associations, 
partnerships and Law Corporations 
Lawyers practising in association or partnership (including general, CLP, MDP and LLP 

partnerships) or a Law Corporation (with more than one practising lawyer), paralegals in 

partnership with lawyers, or paralegals holding shares in professional corporations with 

lawyers, can increase their Innocent Party Coverage in two ways: 

Increase coverage sublimit to: Additional annual premium: 

$500,000 per claim/aggregate $150 per insured lawyer 

$1 million per claim/aggregate $249 per insured lawyer 

Optional Innocent Party Sublimit Coverage: For sole practitioners and lawyers 
practising alone in a Law Corporation 
Coverage sublimits 

• $250,000 per claim/in the aggregate 

• $500,000 per claim/in the aggregate 

• $1 million per claim/in the aggregate 
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3. Practice Options 

Restricted Area of Practice Option 

Eligibility 

Available only to lawyers who agree to restrict their practice to criminal12 and/or 

immigration law13 throughout 2016. 

Premium 

Eligible for discount equal to 50 per cent of base premium, to a maximum of $1,675.14 

Part-Time Practice Option 

Eligibility 

Available only to part-time practitioners who meet the part-time practice criteria. 

Premium 

Eligible for discount equal to 50 per cent of base premium, to a maximum of $1,675. 

Real Estate Practice Coverage Option 

Eligibility 

All lawyers who intend to practice real estate law in Ontario in 2016 must be eligible for 

and apply for this coverage option. 

“ELIGIBLE” means eligible to practice real estate law in Ontario, as permitted by the 

Law Society. Categories of lawyers who would not be eligible to practice real estate law 

in Ontario, include: 

12 Criminal law is considered to be legal services provided in connection with the actual or potential 
prosecution of individuals, municipalities and government for alleged breaches of federal or provincial 
statutes or municipal by-laws, generally viewed as criminal or quasi-criminal. 
13 Immigration law is considered to be practice of law dealing with any and all matters arising out of the 
Immigration and Refugee Protection Act (S.C. 2001, c.27) and regulations, and procedures and policies 
pertaining in this report, including admissions, removals, enforcement, refugee determination, citizenship, 
review and appellate remedies, including the application of the Charter of Rights and Freedoms and the 
Bill of Rights. 
14 The maximum premium discount for Restricted Area of Practice, Part-Time Practice options and the 
New Practitioners’ discount combined cannot exceed 50 per cent of the base premium. 
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• Those who are in bankruptcy; 

• those who have been convicted or disciplined in connection with a real estate 

fraud;  

• those under investigation, where the Law Society obtains an interlocutory 

suspension order or a restriction on the lawyer’s practice prohibiting the lawyer 

from practicing real estate, or an undertaking not to practise real estate. 

Premium 

$100 per insured lawyer. 

4. Premium Payment Options 

Instalment Options 

• Lump sum payment by cheque or pre-authorized bank account debit: eligible for 

$50 discount 

• Lump sum payment by credit card 

• Quarterly instalments 

• Monthly instalments 

5. E-filing Discount 

• $25 per insured lawyer (if filed by November 1, 2015) 

6. LAWPRO Risk Management Credit  

• $50 per course, subject to a $100 per insured lawyer maximum discount, will be 

applied under the 2016 insurance Program. 

• LAWPRO will collect data for pre-approved legal and other educational risk 

management courses taken and successfully completed by the insured lawyer 

between September 16, 2015, and September 15, 2016, where the lawyer 
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completes and files the required LAWPRO Risk Management Credit online 

declarations by September 15, 2016 (in anticipation of the 2017 Program). 

• LAWPRO’s Online Coaching Centre is included as a pre-approved course, where 

the insured lawyer or paralegal completes at least three modules between 

September 16, 2015, and September 15, 2016. 

• As in 2015, the premium credit is extended to include credit for select programs 

offered by the Law Society’s Member Assistance Program (MAP) (to a $100 per 

insured maximum amount). 

• The premium credit is also available to paralegal partners or shareholders in 

combined licensee firms (CLPs or CLPCs) insured under the Program. 
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Appendix “B” 

Distribution of Claims by Geographic Region 
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Appendix “B” 

Distribution of Claims by Firm Size 
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Appendix “B” 

Distribution of Claims by Years since Date of Call 
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Appendix “B” 

Claims Causes by Reported Claims Count and Area of Law
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Communications: Communication-related errors (including poor communication, not 

keeping clients informed or failing to obtain client consent) are the biggest causes of 

claims in all areas of law (except litigation, where it is the #2 cause) and in firms of all 

sizes. While the most numerous claims, they are at the same time the most easily 

prevented. Lawyers can reduce their exposure to these types of claims by controlling 

client expectations, actively communicating with the client at all stages of a matter, 

documenting advice and instructions and confirming in writing what work was done on a 

matter at each step along the way. 

Time management: These kinds of claims include failing to ascertain a deadline, failing 

to calendar the deadline, and failing to react to the deadline even when it was known. 

These lapses often become claims when a limitation period ends up being missed or an 

action is administratively dismissed due to failing to move the litigation forward 

appropriately. There are also claims resulting from procrastination when a lawyer lets 

files that require work languish for extended periods of time. Time management claims 

are heavily concentrated in the litigation field, as it is so reliant on deadlines. They are 

also high in the intellectual property area. Practice management software and tickler 

systems can help prevent these claims, as can lawyers building in more time cushions 

so that they are not adversely affected by unexpected delays. 

Inadequate investigation: Modern technology and busy practices may be behind the 

tendency of lawyers to give quick legal advice without taking extra time to dig deeper or 

ask appropriate questions on a client’s matter. LAWPRO has seen a big increase in 

these types of claims in real estate, litigation and will/estates areas of law. High-volume 

real estate practices often mean lawyers do not have enough time to ask the clients 

about their plans for the property, and as a result don’t do the necessary searches or 

obtain the proper title insurance.  

Failure to know/apply the law: These claims result from a lawyer not having sufficient 

or current knowledge of the relevant law on a matter in which he or she is working. 

Extensive federal and provincial legislation, as well as voluminous case law, help make 

this the second-most-common type of claim in family law. This category also includes 

failing to know or appreciate the consequences of tax law in corporate/commercial 
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matters. Lawyers can best avoid this type of claim by sticking to the law they know best 

and not “dabbling” in other areas. 

Conflict of interest: There are two types of conflict claims: the first arises when 

conflicts occur between multiple current or past clients represented by the same lawyer 

or firm. The second is a conflict that arises when a lawyer has a personal interest in the 

matter. As they regularly act for multiple clients/entities, real estate and corporate 

commercial lawyers experience proportionately more conflicts claims than other areas 

of law, while litigators have a relatively low rate of conflicts claims. 

Clerical errors: These types of errors include things such as simple clerical mistakes, 

errors in mathematical calculation, work delegated to an employee or outsider that is not 

checked and failure to file documents. As important as delegation is to the efficient 

functioning of a law firm, lawyers need to take the time to review the work as they are 

ultimately responsible for it. 

Fraud: Fraud continues to be a significant risk for LAWPRO, one which could cost the 

Program significant claims dollars if not prevented. Lawyers are reporting attempted 

frauds to LAWPRO on a daily basis. Fraudsters on occasion still successfully dupe 

lawyers and law clerks, and it is not just real estate lawyers who are targeted. Litigation, 

business and family law lawyers are regular targets of bad cheque scams involving debt 

collections, spousal support payments and business loans. Through our efforts, Ontario 

lawyers are clearly more aware of frauds, but ever more sophisticated frauds mean 

lawyers must continue to be vigilant.  
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Appendix “B” 

The 80-20 Rule 
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Appendix “C” 

Premium Rating Examples 

Premium Rating Examples (In Dollars) 

 1995 2005 2015  2016 

Base premium $5,600 $2,625 $3,350 $3,350 

Examples:     

1. Sole Practitioner Practising Real Estate 
Law 

- $10,000 defence & indemnity deductible 

- early lump sum payment discount 

- early e-filing of application 

$5,600* $2,228 $3,274 $3,124 

2. Firm Practitioner Practising Real Estate 
Law 

- $25,000 defence & indemnity deductible 

- $250,000 Mandatory Innocent Party cover 

- early e-filing of application 

$6,000* $2,497 $3,406 $3,256 

3. New Lawyer Practising in Association 

- first year in practice discount 

- $250,000 Mandatory Innocent Party cover 

- $10,000 defence & indemnity deductible 

- early lump sum payment discount 

- early e-filing of application 

 

 

 

$3,900* $1,428 $1,599 $1,599 
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 1995 2005 2015  2016 

4. Criminal Lawyer (sole practitioner) 

- Restricted Areas of Practice discount 

- $10,000 defence & indemnity deductible 

- early lump sum payment discount 

- early e-filing of application 

$5,600* $1,178 $1,349 $1,349 

5. Part-time Lawyer (in association) 

- Part-time Practitioner discount 

- $1,000,000 Optional Innocent Party cover 

- $10,000 defence & indemnity deductible 

$6,000* 

 

$1,877 $1,923 $1,923 

6. Firm Practitioner with 1 Claim 

- claims history levy surcharge 

- $5,000 defence & indemnity deductible 

- $250,000 Mandatory Innocent Party cover 

$8,500* $5,375 $6,100 $6,100 

7. Sole Practitioner with 2 Claims 

- claims history levy surcharge 

- $5,000 defence & indemnity deductible 

$10,600* $7,625 $8,350 $8,350 

* Subject to a $6,000 defence and indemnity deductible (adjusted to $7,500 in the case of an insured with 
one previous claim, or $8,500 in the case of two previous claims). 

 Subject to $250,000 Innocent Party cover only, additional limits not available. 

 Members are also required to pay a $25 levy for each civil litigation or real estate transaction not otherwise 
excluded. 

 Members are also required to pay a $50 levy for each civil litigation or real estate transaction not otherwise 
excluded. 

 $65 per real estate transaction and $50 per civil litigation transaction. Premium for the Real Estate 
Practice Coverage Option was also applied and is included in the calculated premium amounts for these 
years. 
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Appendix “D” 

LAWPRO Vision, Mission & Values 
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Appendix “E” 

LAWPRO Statement on Corporate Social Responsibility 
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	BACKGROUND
	1. 111B111B111B111B111BThe Law Society of Upper Canada (“Law Society”) governs the legal profession in the public interest. One of the ways it discharges its responsibilities is through the mandatory requirement it places on practising lawyers to obtain professional liability insurance coverage for legal malpractice claims. This coverage is provided by LawPRO, a provincially licensed insurer that is owned by the Law Society.
	2. 112B112B112B112B112BThe coverage that the Law Society’s mandatory insurance program (“Program”) provides is considered to be both in the best interests of the public and in the best interests of Ontario lawyers – in that the public has reasonable assurance that an insurance policy backstops errors committed by lawyers in practice, and lawyers have assurance that they have a degree of financial protection for their professional liability that is well-suited to most lawyers’ practice needs.
	3. 113B113B113B113B113BIn recent years, we have seen an upward trend in the number of open claims files, with approximately 3,813 open files as at December 31, 2014, estimated to have a gross value of $468.5 million. Overall, the Program manages about 83 per cent of the Law Society’s over $810 million in combined assets.
	4. 114B114B114B114B114BEach September since 1995, LawPRO’s Board of Directors has reported to Convocation on changes to the Law Society’s Program for the following calendar year. The timing of this report is necessitated by the logistics of renewing upwards of 26,000 policies effective January 1, and the need to negotiate and place any related or corollary reinsurance treaties.
	 104B104B104B104B104B93B92B91B92B93B91B87B85B83B83BIncrease in premium equal to 10 per cent of base premium ($335 increase).
	 103B103B103B103B103B92B91B90B91B92B90B86B84B82B82BBase premium of $3,350 per insured lawyer.
	 102B102B102B102B102B91B90B89B90B91B89B85B83B81B81BIncrease in premium equal to 12.5 per cent of base premium ($418.75 increase).
	 98B98B98B98B98B87B86B85B86B87B85B81B79B77B77BNo real estate transaction levy generally payable by transferee’s lawyer if title-insured.
	 96B96B96B96B96B85B84B83B84B85B83B79B77B75B75B$3,350 per insured lawyer.
	 94B94B94B94B94B83B82B81B82B83B81B77B75B73B73B$1 million per CLAIM/$2 million aggregate (i.e. for all claims made in 2016), applicable to CLAIM expenses, indemnity payments and/or cost of repairs together.
	5. 115B115B115B115B115B104B103B102B103B104B102B98B96B94B94BThis report is also an opportunity for LawPRO’s Board to review with Convocation issues of importance to its insurance operations and receive policy direction where necessary. Financial information on LawPRO and the Program is provided to Convocation throughout the year.
	 105B105B105B105B105B94B93B92B93B94B92B88B86B84B84BDecrease in premium equal to 7.5 per cent of base premium ($251.25 decrease).
	 99B99B99B99B99B88B87B86B87B88B86B82B80B78B78BPremium for lawyers with less than 4 full years of practice (private and public):
	 97B97B97B97B97B86B85B84B85B86B84B80B78B76B76B$65 per real estate transaction and $50 per civil litigation transaction;
	 95B95B95B95B95B84B83B82B83B84B82B78B76B74B74B$5,000 per CLAIM applicable to CLAIM expenses, indemnity payments and/or costs of repairs together.
	6. 116B116B116B116B116B105B104B103B104B105B103B99B97B95B95BConvocation established LawPRO’s mandate in 1994 with the adoption of the Insurance Committee Task Force Report (“Task Force Report”). The mandate and principles of operation derived from the Task Force Report are as follows:
	 37B37B37B37B37B25B24B24B25B26B24B20B18B16B16Bless than 1 full year in practice: premium discount equal to 50 per cent of base premium;
	c) 35B35B35B35B35B23B22B22B23B24B22B18B16B14B14BIn 2014, the nature of claims against civil litigators was also reaffirmed, with missed limitation period claims (including administrative dismissals) accounting for almost 36 per cent of litigation claims, whereas general conduct or handling of the matter accounted for about 64 per cent of these claims; and
	a) 33B33B33B33B33B21B20B20B21B22B20B16B14B12B12BReal estate claims costs have trended upwards since 2001, with real estate accounting for nearly 30 per cent of costs in many of those years. Since 2004, claims costs in this area of practice have increased almost 50 per cent;
	(iii) 43B43B43B43B43B31B30B30B31B32B30B26B24B22B22BThe premium for the Real Estate Practice Coverage Option will be reduced to $100. This is a $150 reduction from the $250 charged in 2012 through 2015 (paragraph 110(c)).
	(ii) 42B42B42B42B42B30B29B29B30B31B29B25B23B21B21BRevenues from real estate and civil litigation transaction levies collected by the Errors & Omissions Fund during the year are budgeted at $23.4 million for the purposes of establishing the base premium for 2016 and other budgetary purposes (paragraph 110(b)).
	(i) 41B41B41B41B41B29B28B28B29B30B28B24B22B20B20BThe base premium is $3,350 per lawyer for 2016, the same base premium charged in 2011 through 2015 (paragraph 110(a)).
	 54B54B54B54B54B42B41B41B42B43B41B37B35B33B33Bthat LawPRO be operated separate and apart from the Law Society by an independent board of directors;
	 38B38B38B38B38B26B25B25B26B27B25B21B19B17B17Bless than 2 years in practice: premium discount equal to 40 per cent of base premium;
	d) 36B36B36B36B36B24B23B23B24B25B23B19B17B15B15BLawyers with a prior claims history continue to have a considerably greater propensity for claims than other practising lawyers. Lawyers with claims in the prior 10 years were more than three times more likely to report a claim during the past year than those with no claims in the prior 10 years.
	b) 34B34B34B34B34B22B21B21B22B23B21B17B15B13B13BIn 2014, the exposure relating to the practice of civil litigation again was substantially more than that traditionally seen, with civil litigation accounting for 43 per cent of the claims reported and 45 per cent of the claims costs under the Program;
	(iv) 44B44B44B44B44B32B31B31B32B33B31B27B25B23B23B100 per cent of the premiums and losses for the Program will again be retained by LawPRO in 2016, subject to limited capital backstop protection provided by the Errors & Omissions Fund, and reinsurance protecting the Program from multiple losses arising out of a common event or nexus (paragraph 81).
	 55B55B55B55B55B43B42B42B43B44B42B38B36B34B34Bthat LawPRO be operated in commercially reasonable manner;
	 39B39B39B39B39B27B26B26B27B28B26B22B20B18B18Bless than 3 full years in practice: premium discount equal to 30 per cent of base premium;
	(v) 45B45B45B45B45B33B32B32B33B34B32B28B26B24B24BTo better avoid the possibility of duplication of claims, overlapping coverage and potential stacking of policy limits with paralegal insurer policies, for 2016 the Program policy will be amended to insure all licensee shareholders (i.e., including paralegal shareholders) of combined licensee professional corporations that are duly authorized by the Law Society. To assist in avoiding possible costs of cancellation of insurance, any such paralegal shareholders whose existing insurance expires mid-year in 2016 will not be required to carry the Program insurance until expiry of their existing insurance in 2016 (paragraph 22).
	 56B56B56B56B56B44B43B43B44B45B43B39B37B35B35Bthat LawPRO move to a system where the cost of insurance reflects the risk of claims; and
	 40B40B40B40B40B28B27B27B28B29B27B23B21B19B19Bless than 4 full years in practice: premium discount equal to 20 per cent of base premium.
	(vi) 46B46B46B46B46B34B33B33B34B35B33B29B27B25B25BTo facilitate mentoring by exempt lawyers, for 2016 the Program will be amended so that claims arising out of mentoring services provided by lawyers while exempt from the payment of insurance premium levies under the Program (that would otherwise not be extended coverage due to a lawyer’s exempt status), will be deemed to be professional services provided by the lawyer as a practising lawyer insured under the Program, for the purposes of such lawyer’s run-off coverage (paragraph 32).
	 57B57B57B57B57B45B44B44B45B46B44B40B38B36B36Bthat claims be resolved fairly and expeditiously; however, this was not to be a system of “no-fault” compensation and there would be certain circumstances where coverage was denied or coverage was limited.
	4. 233B233B233B233B233BPremium Payment Options
	3. 232B232B232B232B232BPractice Options
	2. 231B231B231B231B231B227B226B226B227B228B226B222B220B218B218BInnocent Party Sublimit Coverage Options
	114. 227B227B227B227B227B223B222B222B223B224B222B218B216B214B214BDiscounts and surcharges as stated dollar amounts include:
	112. 225B225B225B225B225B221B220B220B221B222B220B216B214B212B212BAs detailed in Appendix “A”, subject to the noted changes, the current Program for lawyers in private practice encompasses the following:
	110. 223B223B223B223B223B219B218B218B219B220B218B214B212B210B210BAccordingly:
	236B236B236B236B236B232B231B231B232B233B231B227B225B223B223BFor 2016, we have conducted our annual review of the Program to re-validate the approach and rating structure in light of these Task Force recommendations.
	 106B106B106B106B106B95B94B93B94B95B93B89B87B85B85BIncrease in premium equal to 7.5 per cent of base premium ($251.25 increase).
	 100B100B100B100B100B89B88B87B88B89B87B83B81B79B79BIncrease in premium equal to 15 per cent of base premium ($502.50 increase).
	7. 117B117B117B117B117B106B105B104B105B106B104B100B98B96B96BThe LawPRO Board of Directors believes that these recommendations have been achieved in LawPRO’s operations, and that the proposed Program for 2016 continues to fulfill these principles. This report deals solely with the Program for the Law Society. The LawPRO optional insurance segment, composed of TitlePLUS® title insurance and the Excess professional liability insurance programs, is planned to operate on an expected break-even or better basis.
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	 107B107B107B107B107B96B95B94B95B96B94B90B88B86B86BDecrease in premium equal to 12.5 per cent of base premium ($418.75 decrease).
	 101B101B101B101B101B90B89B88B89B90B88B84B82B80B80BIncrease in premium equal to 7.5 per cent of base premium ($251.25 increase).
	8. 118B118B118B118B118B107B106B105B106B107B105B101B99B97B97BThe following summarizes the 2016 professional liability insurance Program, as provided for in this report.
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	(a) 27B27B27B27B27B15B14B14B15B16B14B10B8B6B6BInvestment Income
	(vii) 47B47B47B47B47B35B34B34B35B36B34B30B28B26B26BThe LawPRO Risk Management Credit will be continued for the 2016 Program, with a $50 premium credit per approved CPD program, subject to a $100 per lawyer maximum amount, to be applied for pre-approved legal and other educational programs taken and successfully completed by lawyers between September 16, 2015, and September 15, 2016, for which the lawyer has successfully completed the online Risk Management Credit Declaration Form (paragraph 53).
	(viii) 48B48B48B48B48B36B35B35B36B37B35B31B29B27B27BSubject to the changes identified earlier in the report, the remaining exemption criteria, policy coverage, coverage options, and premium discounts and surcharges in place in 2015 will remain unchanged for the 2016 Program (paragraph 115).
	(ix) 49B49B49B49B49B37B36B36B37B38B36B32B30B28B28BThe investment income of the Errors & Omissions Fund which is surplus to the obligations of the Fund will be made available to the Law Society during 2016 (paragraph 12).
	(x) 50B50B50B50B50B38B37B37B38B39B37B33B31B29B29BThe LawPRO Board considers the Program changes to be appropriate and consistent with its mandate as set out in the 1994 Insurance Committee Task Force Report. The LawPRO Board offers this Program of insurance for 2016 and asks for Convocation’s acceptance of this Report at the September Convocation, so that the 2016 Program can be implemented by January 1, 2016 (paragraph 116).
	PART 1 – THE ERRORS & OMISSIONS INSURANCE FUND
	 108B108B108B108B108B97B96B95B96B97B95B91B89B87B87B$250,000 per claim/in the aggregate
	9. 119B119B119B119B119B108B107B106B107B108B106B102B100B98B98BLawPRO provides service to the Law Society with respect to the Errors & Omissions Fund of the Law Society, which is currently in run-off mode. (The Errors & Omissions Fund was responsible for the insurance Program prior to 1990, and for a group deductible of up to $250,000 per claim prior to 1995.)
	 109B109B109B109B109B98B97B96B97B98B96B92B90B88B88B$500,000 per claim/in the aggregate
	10. 120B120B120B120B120B109B108B107B108B109B107B103B101B99B99BIn recent years the Errors & Omissions Fund resources have been utilized to settle outstanding claims (for Program policies in place between July 1, 1989 and December 31, 1994), maintain its investment in LawPRO share capital, make available $15 million of funds to backstop the potential of significant deterioration in the loss experience under recent years’ Program policies, guarantee the level of supplementary premiums such as transaction levies, and make premium contributions where appropriate (see the Reinsurance and Capital Preservation section starting at paragraph 73 for more details). Where the investment income has been considered surplus to the Errors & Omissions Fund’s commitments, it has typically been aggregated for use to the benefit of the Law Society for general purposes.
	 110B110B110B110B110B99B98B97B98B99B97B93B91B89B89B$1 million per claim/in the aggregate
	11. 121B121B121B121B121B110B109B108B109B110B108B104B102B100B100BAs of June 30, 2015, the Errors & Omissions Fund had outstanding claims liabilities of $0.3 million. The number of open files for 1994 and prior years stood at two. Since there are sufficient assets in the Errors & Omissions Fund to fully meet the outstanding liabilities, the LawPRO Board is again satisfied that the investment income generated by the Errors & Omissions Fund is surplus to the needs of the Errors & Omissions Fund and can be used by the Law Society for its general purposes.
	12. 122B122B122B122B122B111B110B109B110B111B109B105B103B101B101BAccordingly, the investment income of the Errors & Omissions Fund which is surplus to the obligations of the Fund will be made available to the Law Society during 2016.
	PART 2 – CHANGES TO THE PROGRAM FOR 2016
	13. 123B123B123B123B123B112B111B110B111B112B110B106B104B102B102BIn developing the details of the 2016 Program, LawPRO has, as always, considered the changing environment in which lawyers practise and any comments received from the profession during the previous year. The general structure of the current Program appears to generally meet the needs and practice realities of the profession for 2016.
	14. 124B124B124B124B124B113B112B111B112B113B111B107B105B103B103BHowever, for the 2016 Program, two substantive modifications in the structure of the Program or in the form and substance of the policy are contemplated.
	0B0B0B0B0B0B0B0B0B0B0B0B0BCombined Licensee Professional Corporations
	15. 125B125B125B125B125B114B113B112B113B114B112B108B106B104B104BSince 2014, the Program has insured paralegals (Class P1 licensees) who are in partnership with lawyers (Class L1 licensees) in what are referred to as “Combined Licensee Partnerships” (“CLPs”). In practice, the Law Society provides LawPRO with notice of which firms are considered to be CLPs and directs the paralegal partners to apply for Program coverage with LawPRO. 
	16. 126B126B126B126B126B115B114B113B114B115B113B109B107B105B105BAs partners in the firm would have exposure when any members of the firm are sued, this change was made to better avoid the possibility of duplication of claims, overlapping coverage and potential stacking of policy limits with paralegal insurer policies. This change was also made appreciating the broader insurance protection afforded to lawyers under the Program policy and the exposure lawyer partners may have for any uninsured activities of firm paralegals. 
	17. 127B127B127B127B127B116B115B114B115B116B114B110B108B106B106BTo date, paralegals in 22 firms have applied for coverage. All but one of these firms remain active. Of the 21 active combined licensee firms, at least nine of these are in fact not partnerships, but rather professional corporations. In total, it is estimated that about 20 paralegals currently hold shares in combined licensee professional corporations (“CLPCs”). 
	18. 128B128B128B128B128B117B116B115B116B117B115B111B109B107B107BThe Business Corporations Act (Ontario), the Law Society Act (“Act”) and Part II of By-law 7 made pursuant to the Act permit lawyers and licensed paralegals to practice law or provide legal services through a professional corporation provided the professional corporation has received a Certificate of Authorization from the Law Society. Under the current wording of By-law 6, which sets out the requirement that paralegals in CLP firms are required to maintain their practice coverage with LawPRO, and Endorsement No. 13 of the 2015 Policy, which describes the coverage provided to paralegal partners, reference is made only to “partners” and “partnerships”, and not to “professional corporations” or “shareholders”.
	19. 129B129B129B129B129B118B117B116B117B118B116B112B110B108B108BLawPRO believes that the risk associated with lawyers and paralegals holding shares in CLPCs is similar to the risk presented to lawyers and paralegals who are in partnership together. If a claim is made against any “owner”, that claim could ultimately involve the firm itself, and any claim against the firm could involve all owners. If different insurers insure the various shareholders, a duplication of claims and overlapping coverage between insurers can be expected and the potential of an unintended stacking of policy limits exists. It could also lead to lawyers contributing to claims where the error was actually made by one of the paralegal shareholders, without the Program receiving an appropriate premium for this additional risk.
	20. 130B130B130B130B130B119B118B117B118B119B117B113B111B109B109BGiven this similarity in risk, premiums will be similarly applied to paralegals holding shares in CLPCs as they are to paralegal partners in CLPs. In that regard, based upon risk, a base rate of $600 has been established for paralegals not involved in the handling of claims for statutory accident benefits within the meaning of the Insurance Act, R.S.O. 1990, c., I.8 and a base rate of $1,000 has been established for paralegals involved in the handling of such claims. Base premiums are adjusted to reflect years in practice, part-time practice, claims history, etc., based upon risk. As well, transaction levies would apply as they do to lawyers in the firm.
	21. 131B131B131B131B131B120B119B118B119B120B118B114B112B110B110BFeatures of the Program will generally apply to paralegal shareholders in CLPCs as they do to lawyer shareholders in the firm. For example, the LawPRO Risk Management Credit will similarly be available to paralegal shareholders in CLPCs as it is to lawyer shareholders, and lawyer and paralegal shareholders in CLPCs will need to carry the same deductible option and innocent party sublimit.
	22. 132B132B132B132B132B121B120B119B120B121B119B115B113B111B111BFor 2016, the Program policy will be amended to insure all licensee shareholders (i.e., including paralegal shareholders) of combined licensee professional corporations that are duly authorized by the Law Society. To assist in avoiding possible costs of cancellation of insurance, any such paralegal shareholders whose existing insurance expires mid-year in 2016 will not be required to carry the Program insurance until expiry of their existing insurance in 2016.
	1B1B1B1B1B1B1B1B1B1B1B1B1BMentoring While on Exemption
	23. 133B133B133B133B133B122B121B120B121B122B120B116B114B112B112BMentoring promotes the dissemination of knowledge from more experienced lawyers to those with less experience. It can be a way for lawyers to expand their network and it can sometimes help lawyers that may otherwise feel isolated. A successful mentoring relationship should yield positive results for the mentor, the mentee and the mentee’s clients, and hopefully creates a cycle that will see the mentee one day also passing along his or her knowledge to a new generation of lawyers.
	24. 134B134B134B134B134B123B122B121B122B123B121B117B115B113B113BWhile many of the advantages clients gain through their lawyer’s mentoring relationship are anecdotal in nature (i.e. there currently is no factual basis for showing that mentoring actually avoids claims and saves the Program money), LawPRO is satisfied that mentoring may have a potential risk-management benefit.
	25. 135B135B135B135B135B124B123B122B123B124B122B118B116B114B114BLawPRO has taken a number of steps to date under the Program to facilitate mentoring. These steps have been at little cost to the Program and have been designed to allay the concerns of potential mentors regarding the possible effect of claims arising from the mentoring relationship on their deductible obligations and future years’ premiums. In this regard, since 2002 the Program has provided that such claims will have no impact on a mentor’s deductible obligations and/or future year’s premiums, if the mentor and mentee: 
	(a) 136B136B136B136B136B125B124B123B124B125B123B119B117B115B115Bhave a written mentorship agreement in place (LawPRO’s “Managing a Mentoring Relationship” booklet includes a sample mentorship agreement); 
	(b) 137B137B137B137B137B126B125B124B125B126B124B120B118B116B116Bensure that the mentor has no contact with the mentee’s clients; and 
	(c) 138B138B138B138B138B127B126B125B126B127B125B121B119B117B117Bensure that the mentee is responsible for individually and independently satisfying himself/herself of the soundness of any suggestions put forward by the mentor.
	26. 139B139B139B139B139B128B127B126B127B128B126B122B120B118B118BBy this approach, LawPRO effectively supports practising lawyers who wish to mentor others. However, it does not address barriers that may keep lawyers who have left active private practise from entering into mentoring relationships. 
	27. 140B140B140B140B140B129B128B127B128B129B127B123B121B119B119BLawyers who are currently on exemption from payment of the Program premiums are generally unable to “engage in the practice of law” (as this term is used in the rules for exemption eligibility and By-law 6 made pursuant to the Act) other than in specific circumstances, such as in-house lawyers and lawyers employed in government or education acting only for and on behalf of their employer.  
	28. 141B141B141B141B141B130B129B128B129B130B128B124B122B120B120BIn this regard, a lawyer who gives legal advice respecting the laws of Ontario or Canada or provides any professional services of a barrister or solicitor for others would be considered to be engaged in the practice of law. Provided an exempt mentoring lawyer does not have contact with the mentee’s clients and the mentee independently verifies (or discounts) any suggestions made by the exempt mentor (with each party’s role typically set out in the mentorship agreement), then it would appear that the mentor has not engaged in the practice of law. 
	29. 142B142B142B142B142B131B130B129B130B131B129B125B123B121B121BEven with these safeguards in place, a claim may be made against the mentor for advice provided to a mentee during a period of exemption.
	30. 143B143B143B143B143B132B131BThere would be no coverage for the exempt lawyer under the Program policy in its current form, since the run-off coverage afforded to exempt lawyers generally precludes coverage for claims arising out of professional services provided by the lawyer while exempt from the requirement to pay insurance premium levies under the Program.
	31. 144B144B144B144B144B133B132B131B132B133B131B127B125B123B123BGiven the perceived benefits to the legal profession and the small likely cost to the Program in having more experienced lawyers enter into well-structured and well-managed mentoring relationships with those less experienced, it is the intention that claims made against exempt lawyers that arise out of mentoring services provided while on exemption be afforded coverage under the exempt lawyer’s run-off coverage, subject to LawPRO’s established mentoring protocols being met.
	32. 145B145B145B145B145B134B133B132B133B134B132B128B126B124B124BAccordingly, for 2016 the Program will be amended so that claims arising out of mentoring services provided by lawyers while exempt from the payment of insurance premium levies under the Program (that would otherwise not be extended coverage due to a lawyer’s exempt status), will be deemed to be professional services provided by the lawyer as a practising lawyer insured under the Program, for the purposes of such lawyer's run-off coverage.
	PART 3 – THE PROFESSIONAL LIABILITY INSURANCE PROGRAM
	33. 146B146B146B146B146B135B134B133B134B135B133B129B127B125B125BPersistent increases in the number and cost of claims over the last decade are putting significant pressure on the Program. The Program is also subject to ongoing uncertainty regarding investment income and transaction levies. Because of the elimination of the Premium Stabilization Fund, there is no longer a significant pool of money in the Law Society’s Errors & Omissions Fund which can routinely be used on an annual basis to insulate the Program from negative impacts.
	34. 147B147B147B147B147B136B135B134B135B136B134B130B128B126B126BAs LawPRO works through these challenging times, its prudent and conservative approach to the issues of the day has stood it in good stead. LawPRO has maintained a solid capital base, with a minimum capital test (“MCT”) as of June 30, 2015 of 249 per cent. This MCT result is above the regulators’ minimum level of 100 per cent and supervisory threshold of 150 per cent, and above LawPRO’s internal minimum target of 180 per cent. LawPRO has a robust asset-liability matching program to ensure that the funds are available to satisfy the claims obligations undertaken to date. Also, LawPRO has received a consistent “A” (Excellent) rating from A.M. Best Co. each year since 2000.
	35. 148B148B148B148B148B137B136B135B136B137B135B131B129B127B127BIn 2015, LawPRO has retained its “stable” outlook based on its commanding market profile and recent improvement in operating and underwriting results. (An “outlook”, which looks more to the future, is different from a “rating”.) However, A.M. Best Co. did note LawPRO’s unfavourable loss ratio trends would continue to place pressure on its capital base. While the MCT of 249 per cent as of June 30, 2015, represents only a slightly unfavourable result compared with the 251 per cent as at December 31, 2014, note that a 36 percentage point drop under the new 2015 MCT rules is being phased-in by the regulators through to the end of 2017. Further note that LawPRO’s level of capital is somewhat lower than various Canada-wide averages, such as the overall insurer average of over 270 per cent, the personal lines average of over 250 per cent or the commercial lines average of over 300 per cent. The proposals outlined in the following pages are designed to address the present challenges in a prudent fashion and maintain LawPRO’s ability to meet the needs of the Program in the years to come.
	36. 149B149B149B149B149B138B137B136B137B138B136B132B130B128B128BTo establish the recommended Program for 2016, the LawPRO Board considered several factors, such as:
	 58B58B58B58B58B46B45B45B46B47B45B41B39B37B37Bthe cumulative effect of the recent underwriting and investment results, and the economic environment, on the Program;
	 59B59B59B59B59B47B46B46B47B48B46B42B40B38B38Bthe expected future loss cost;
	 60B60B60B60B60B48B47B47B48B49B47B43B41B39B39Bthe revenue sources which are expected to supplement the base levies; and
	 61B61B61B61B61B49B48B48B49B50B48B44B42B40B40Bthe inherent uncertainties in predicting the results of the Program each year.
	37. 150B150B150B150B150B139B138B137B138B139B137B133B131B129B129BTo ensure the Program’s long-term viability, LawPRO and the Board took a prudent approach to projections of revenue, as well as claims frequency and severity, taking into account factors such as emerging claims trends, general economic conditions, the tax environment and inflationary pressures on the claims portfolio.
	38. 151B151B151B151B151B140B139B138B139B140B138B134B132B130B130BAs part of its ongoing planning process, LawPRO looked at a five-year time horizon. Any LawPRO forecast is reviewed and revised periodically based on new information as it emerges. The subject forecast reflects the trends detailed in this report, and takes a conservative approach to projecting the frequency and cost of claims under the Program. This prudent approach is dictated by uncertainties associated with predicting (a) general economic and inflationary trends, and (b) claims associated with recommended or recent Program changes, as applicable.
	2B2B2B2B2B2B2B2B2B2B2B2BProgram Costs
	39. 152B152B152B152B152B141B140B139B140B141B139B135B133B131B131BLawPRO’s revenue requirements for the 2016 Program are based on the anticipated cost of claims for the year, as well as the cost of applicable taxes and Program administration.
	40. 153B153B153B153B153B142B141B140B141B142B140B136B134B132B132BLoss experience has trended up noticeably in terms of frequency since 2004, with more claims reported than in the earlier part of the decade. It is too early to form a final view on the development of the most recent fund years’ claims, such as 2013 through 2015. However, despite a very recent stabilization in the number of claims involving $100,000 or more (as seen in the following charts), there is an overall longer term upward trend in claims severity (cost per claim).
	8B8B8B8B8B143B142B141B142B143B141B137B135B133B133B/
	9B9B9B9B9B144B143B142B143B144B142B138B136B134B134B/
	41. 154B154B154B154B154B145B144B143B144B145B143B139B137B135B135BFor 2016, LawPRO expects direct claims costs alone to be $93.5 million (see chart following). LawPRO estimates total Program funds (that is, claims costs plus general expenses) required for 2016 to be $121.1 million. This estimate is slightly above the current forecast of total Program funds needed for 2015, which is approximately $119.0 million.
	10B10B10B10B10B/146B145B144B145B146B144B140B138B136B136B
	3B3B3B3B3B3B3B3B3B3B3BRisk Rating
	6B6B6B6B6B6B6B7B8B9B7B3BThe Standard Program Coverage for 2016
	4B4B4B4B4B4B4B4B4B4BReinsurance and Capital Preservation
	12B12B12B12B12B163B162B162B163B164B162B158B156B154B154B/
	11B11B11B11B11B/160B159B159B160B161B159B155B153B151B151B
	42. 155B155B155B155B155B147B146B145B146B147B145B141B139B137B137BAs already discussed in this report, the Task Force Report concluded that the cost of insurance under the Program should generally reflect the risks.
	43. 156B156B156B156B156B148B147B146B147B148B146B142B140B138B138BSpecifically the Task Force Report indicated that “…as a fundamental, shaping principle, the cost of insurance should generally reflect the differences in risk history, differing risks associated with different areas of practice, and differing volumes of practice. But no insurance program can be solely risk-reflective and there must be some sharing and spreading of risk.”
	44. 157B157B157B157B157B149B148B147B148B149B147B143B141B139B139BIn keeping with this approach, LawPRO regularly conducts detailed analyses of the risks associated with the Program. The earlier results of these analyses are summarized in previous Reports to Convocation. These analyses concluded that the practice of real estate and civil litigation represented a disproportionate risk when compared to other areas of practice, and that lawyers with a prior history of claims have a greater propensity for future claims than do other lawyers.
	45. 158B158B158B158B158B150B149B148B149B150B148B144B142B140B140BThe objective of risk rating was finally achieved in 1999 by applying various discounts and additional levies (such as the real estate and civil litigation transaction levies and claims history levy) to the Program.
	46. 159B159B159B159B159B151B150B149B150B151B149B145B143B141B141BRisk rating, however, is not static. Because the relationship between the cost of claims and different areas of practice may change, LawPRO must continue to monitor the Program to ensure that risk rating continues to be achieved. The results of these earlier risk analyses are re-evaluated each year, and the factors used to assess risk and determine premium under the Program are re-evaluated for degree of relevance. The factors currently used to match risk to premium include area of practice, years in practice, claims history, liability for partners and associates, and size of practice.
	47. 160B160B160B160B160B152B151B150B151B152B150B146B144B142B142BAs in the past, LawPRO’s risk analysis also examined the degree of specialization, size of firm, and geographic location of practice as possible factors to be used in assessing risk and setting premiums. The potential factors were examined individually and on a combined basis to determine any correlation or dependencies.
	48. 161B161B161B161B161B153B152B151B152B153B151B147B145B143B143BIn 2015, this review has reaffirmed the overall validity of the rating structure currently in place, subject to certain adjustments in magnitude. The results of the customary re-evaluation of the earlier risk analyses are addressed in this report at paragraphs 54 to 72.
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	49. 162B162B162B162B162B154B153B152B153B154B152B148B146B144B144BLawPRO’s present risk analysis reaffirms the results of its last report indicating that the practice of real estate and civil litigation represent a disproportionate risk when compared to other areas of practice. These two areas of practice represent 69 per cent of the claims reported and 64 per cent of the claims costs under the Program in 2014.
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	51. 164B164B164B164B164B156B155B154B155B156B154B150B148B146B146BThe result of this analysis is summarized in the graphs contained in Appendix “B” of this report.
	52. 165B165B165B165B165B157B156B155B156B157B155B151B149B147B147BA principal mandate of LawPRO is to help the legal profession manage the risk associated with practice. This is accomplished by providing lawyers with information, tools and resources that help them manage risk and practice in a more risk-averse fashion. Among LawPRO’s major risk management initiatives are:
	a) 51B51B51B51B51B39B38B38B39B40B38B34B32B30B30BThe base premium is $3,350 per lawyer for 2016, the same base premium charged in 2011 through 2015;
	 62B62B62B62B62B50B49B49B50B51B49B45B43B41B41BTitlePLUS® Program: TitlePLUS insurance is a competitive title insurance product that has made a positive difference in the Ontario real estate market. It expands the choice offered to consumers and lawyers. It influences the behaviour of other title insurers. It educates consumers and has expanded policy coverages available to them. It also educates lawyers on title insurance and real estate trends. The TitlePLUS program promotes real estate lawyers and recommends that consumers seek the advice of lawyers when closing their real estate transactions.
	b) 52B52B52B52B52B40B39B39B40B41B39B35B33B31B31BRevenues from real estate and civil litigation transaction levies collected by the Errors & Omissions Fund during the year are budgeted at $23.4 million for the purposes of establishing the base premium for 2016 and other budgetary purposes; and
	63B63B63B63B63B51B50B50B51B52B50B46B44B42B42BTitlePLUS staff have also given presentations at various CPD programs on title insurance and fraud prevention measures in real estate transactions. These are designed to provide the legal profession, including new lawyers entering practice, with the tools they need to manage risk and avoid claims under both the professional liability and TitlePLUS programs.
	c) 53B53B53B53B53B41B40B40B41B42B40B36B34B32B32BThe premium for the Real Estate Practice Coverage Option will be reduced to $100. This is a $150 reduction from the $250 charged in 2012 through 2015.
	64B64B64B64B64B52B51B51B52B53B51B47B45B43B43B“TitlePLUS Today”, the department’s news bulletin, is sent regularly to subscribing lawyers across Canada, providing legal and underwriting updates on current national real estate issues. Also, in recognition of the role support staff play in real estate transactions, the department publishes “TitlePLUS Tips”, a bulletin written especially for support staff in the offices of subscribing lawyers. To increase lawyer and clerk understanding of the products and risk management techniques, links to how-to videos and risk management videos were distributed via these newsletters.
	65B65B65B65B65B53B52B52B53B54B52B48B46B44B44BIn 2014, LawPRO continued with its consumer education program which involved a media campaign highlighting the role of lawyers in real estate transactions and TitlePLUS insurance. Overall, the consumer education program involved 169 articles, generating over 12.9 million impressions. Additionally, articles on wills, family law and starting a business highlighted other ways in which lawyers can be of service to the public.
	 66B66B66B66B66B54B53B53B54B55B53B49B47B45B45BpracticePRO® Program: Now in its 17th year, LawPRO’s successful risk management and claims prevention initiative is a recognized source of high-quality risk management tools and resources, both inside and outside of Ontario. This year, practicePRO staff helped lawyers avoid malpractice claims through articles in LawPRO Magazine and other law-related publications, information on the practicePRO website and AvoidAClaim blog, social media, live presentations, and an exhibitor presence at CPD programs and other law-related events. The practicePRO program has significant presence in the legal community by maintaining relationships and actively working with its various constituents, including the Law Society, the Ontario and Canadian Bar Associations, local law associations, legal goods and service providers, the legal and mainstream press and others.
	 67B67B67B67B67B55B54B54B55B56B54B50B48B46B46BLawPRO Magazine: With its strong risk management focus, LawPRO’s flagship publication continues to play an important role in helping lawyers avoid malpractice claims. Through an Annual Review issue of the magazine published each spring, LawPRO provides lawyers with an overview of claims trends and an explanation of how these affected their premiums and LawPRO’s financial results. This Annual Review issue also provides information on LawPRO’s efforts to prevent claims and to advance lawyers’ interests with the government and public opinion. The September 2014 issue of LawPRO Magazine, titled The Changing Face of the Profession focused on collaborating effectively with colleagues and clients, regardless of their culture or personal identity characteristics. It highlighted scenarios where cultural issues can cause claims.
	 68B68B68B68B68B56B55B55B56B57B55B51B49B47B47BFraud: In terms of the risk they present to the Program, fraud-related claims are an ongoing and significant concern for LawPRO. LawPRO continues to take steps to combat fraud through measures within its own operations, its relationship with the legal profession, and by working as occasions arise with law enforcement, land registry, banking, insurance and other organizations and industries also affected by fraud. The Fraud Fact Sheet was updated in early 2015 with information on new trends and scams. This resource was downloaded nearly 6,000 times from the practicePRO website and handed out at numerous CPD programs and events sponsored by the practicePRO and TitlePLUS programs in 2014. The AvoidAClaim blog continues to be an important tool for alerting lawyers to the latest email and online fraud scams as they happen. It averages almost 660 visitors a day and had 200 fraud-related posts made to it in 2014. Lawyers from all over Ontario and elsewhere visit the blog after searching the names of fraudsters pretending to be prospective clients, often because the matters appear to be suspicious. The information provided by LawPRO has helped many Ontario lawyers avoid being duped.
	 69B69B69B69B69B57B56B56B57B58B56B52B50B48B48BRule 48 Admin Dismissals: Effective January 1, 2015, a new Rule 48.14 brought significant changes to the administrative dismissal regime in Ontario. LawPRO strongly encouraged lawyers to take steps to familiarize themselves with the change requirements under the new Rule 48.14, and in particular the transition provisions. This message was incorporated into speaking engagements, LawPRO Magazine and webzines, the AvoidAClaim blog and on social media. An eight-page Rule 48 Transition Toolkit is currently in distribution.
	 70B70B70B70B70B58B57B57B58B59B57B53B51B49B49BConsultations: The practicePRO program actively worked with various entities to ensure that professional liability and risk management concerns were taken into account when policy issues were under discussion. LawPRO made submissions to the Law Society on a variety of formal and informal consultations, including the corporate and insurance issues that ABS implementation would raise. LawPRO presented risk management information to students at the Law Practice Programs at Ryerson and the University of Ottawa and worked to get claims and risk management information into the Lakehead University law school curriculum.  
	 71B71B71B71B71B59B58B58B59B60B58B54B52B50B50BpracticePRO Lending Library: To help lawyers improve their practices, this library makes 150 of the best books on law practice, technology and risk management topics available on loan for free to all Ontario lawyers. In 2014, 115 books went out on loan to 82 lawyers.
	 72B72B72B72B72B60B59B59B60B61B59B55B53B51B51BThe LawPRO Risk Management Credit: This premium credit offered under the Program is another significant LawPRO risk management initiative. In 2001, a premium credit of $50 was first offered to lawyers using the practicePRO Online Coaching Centre, an Internet-based, self-coaching tool that helps lawyers enhance their business and people skills. The premium credit was broadened in the following year to provide a $50 credit (to a maximum of $100 per lawyer per year) for designated law-related CPD programs completed by the lawyer. For a credit on premiums for 2016, lawyers (and paralegal partners in combined licensee partnerships) must have participated in LawPRO-approved CPD programs between September 16, 2014 and September 15, 2015. In addition to the Online Coaching Centre and Homewood Health e-Courses, 281 programs qualified for the credit during this period. These programs had approximately 55,000-60,000 attendees.
	73B73B73B73B73B61B60BPrior to the implementation of the LawPRO Risk Management Credit, most CPD programs focused solely on substantive law. Due to the Risk Management Credit and the Law Society’s new focus on mandatory ethics and professionalism content, a significant number of Ontario CPD programs have been broadened to include risk management and claims prevention content.156B157B158B156B152B150B148B
	53. 166B166B166B166B166B158B157B157B158B159B157B153B151B149B149In addition to the other risk management initiatives described above, the LawPRO Risk Management Credit will be continued for the 2016 Program, with a $50 premium credit per approved CPD program, subject to a $100 per lawyer maximum amount, to be applied for pre-approved legal and other educational programs taken and successfully completed by lawyers between September 16, 2015, and September 15, 2016, for which the lawyer has successfully completed the online Risk Management Credit Declaration Form.
	54. 167B167B167B167B167B159B158B158B159B160B158B154B152B150B150BIt is important to periodically re-evaluate the Program by area of practice to ensure that it continues to be effective in its risk rating. The following chart shows the distribution of ultimate expected claims costs by detailed area of practice commencing in 2001 (being Fund Year Z).
	55. 168B168B168B168B168B161B160B160B161B162B160B156B154B152B152BApparent from this chart are the significant claims costs in many practice areas and the fact that real estate and litigation continue to be higher risk on a consistent basis over a multi-year period.
	56. 169B169B169B169B169B162B161B161B162B163B161The fact that few lawyers practice exclusively in one area provides a compelling reason to group together common or related areas of practice. However, to ensure that risk rating is being achieved, the Program’s anticipated losses and related costs must be compared to the premiums. Based on the most recent loss experience under the Program (including that seen under the Program up to December 31, 2014), the following chart compares the anticipated losses and costs distributed by area of law to the proposed base premiums by primary area of practice. The premiums in this chart include the proposed base premiums with real estate practice coverage, innocent party and base premium adjustments, but exclude transaction levies and claims history surcharges.
	57. 170B170B170B170B170B164B163B163B164B165B163B159B157B155B155BThe shortfall between the anticipated claims costs and expenses to base premiums is particularly significant for the areas of real estate law and civil litigation.
	58. 171B171B171B171B171B165B164B164B165B166B164B160B158B156B156BThe latest Program statistics indicate that without the benefit of the transaction and claims history levy revenues, the 2016 base premium would be about $9,000 for those whose primary area of practice is real estate.
	59. 172B172B172B172B172B166B165B165B166B167B165B161B159B157B157BPast Reports to Convocation have discussed the importance of using the transaction and claims history surcharge levies as premiums, to avoid any substantial dislocation among the bar in the higher areas of practice which would otherwise occur with risk rating.
	60. 173B173B173B173B173B167B166B166B167B168B166B162B160B158B158BBy including the transaction and claims history surcharge levies in most recent years, a shortfall for real estate and civil litigation claims costs is typically overcome. Therefore, it is proposed to maintain the levies at the same level for 2016.
	61. 174B174B174B174B174B168B167B167B168B169B167B163B161B159B159BIn April 2008, LawPRO introduced a Real Estate Practice Coverage Option (“REPCO”). One REPCO claim has arisen as of June 30, 2014, representing a limit loss of $250,000, which was paid out. LawPRO is maintaining an actuarial loss reserve for potential incidents that have occurred but have not yet been reported to LawPRO. (Since the essence of REPCO coverage is to compensate for an act of fraud by the insured lawyer, it is unlikely that there will be an immediate report by the lawyer involved; therefore, LawPRO is making a conservative assumption that there will often be delays in reporting under this coverage.) 
	62. 175B175B175B175B175B169B168B168B169B170B168B164B162B160B160BTo acknowledge the promising results to date, the price of the REPCO coverage has been reduced over time. For its first two years, it was $500 per insured. In 2010 this was reduced by a prudent $100 to $400. In 2012 it was reduced by a further $150 to $250, which has been its price until 2015. Actuarial analysis has confirmed that a further reduction in 2016 would be merited.
	63. 176B176B176B176B176B170B169B169B170B171B169B165B163B161B161BAccordingly, the premium for REPCO will be reduced to $100.
	64. 177B177B177B177B177B171B170B170B171B172B170B166B164B162B162BThe following chart compares the anticipated premiums sorted by the lawyer’s primary area of practice (plus the claims history surcharge, REPCO premium as revised and transaction levies) to the anticipated claims costs and expenses for each area of law.
	65. 178B178B178B178B178B173B172B172B173B174B172B168B166B164B164BThis comparison indicates that, with the benefit of the transaction and claims history surcharge levies, and including the REPCO premium, there is a more acceptable correlation between revenues and claims for the major practice areas. Although some moderation in civil litigation claims costs can be expected over time with the recent change in Rule 48, the recent years’ spike in civil litigation costs will need to be monitored to determine whether any action should be taken on this category.
	66. 179B179B179B179B179B174B173B173B174B175B173B169B167B165B165BThe graph does indicate some subsidy by area of practice, especially by the practitioners in the “All Other” category. This subsidy changes somewhat over time and may vary considerably from year to year for the smaller practice areas, if they were broken down in greater detail.
	67. 180B180B180B180B180B175B174B174B175B176B174B170B168B166B166BThe area of wills and estates has experienced an increase in claim costs over the past decade. Given the relatively small number of practitioners in this area, a few large claims often skew the results. LawPRO will continue to monitor these results and propose any action, if appropriate, at a future date.
	68. 181B181B181B181B181B176B175B175B176B177B175B171B169B167B167BAppreciating the foregoing variables and possibilities of comparison by area of practice, it appears that the Program does substantially meet its objectives of risk rating, and that the proposed Program will continue to do so in the coming year. Although some subsidy may exist for certain areas of practice, when taking into account operating costs and commercial realities, the cost of insurance under the Program is considered to generally reflect the risk. Notably, the Task Force Report acknowledged that “…no insurance program can be solely risk-reflective and there must be some sharing and spreading of risk.”
	69. 182B182B182B182B182B177B176B176B177B178B176B172B170B168B168BOther aspects reviewed in the analysis included the exposure based on the size of the firm, year of call, geographic location and prior claims history. The overall results of this analysis reaffirm the premium discounts already in place, including the surcharge applied to practitioners with a prior claims history. The results of this analysis are reproduced in select graphs in Appendix “B”.
	70. 183B183B183B183B183B178B177B177B178B179B177B173B171B169B169BAlthough the volume (size) of practice may not be wholly determinative of risk, the transaction levies do reflect the volume of business transacted in a practice, as well as the higher risk associated with real estate conveyancing and civil litigation.
	71. 184B184B184B184B184B179B178B178B179B180B178B174B172B170B170BAccordingly, the LawPRO Board is satisfied with the continued use of transaction and claims history levy revenues as premium, with the result that the cost of insurance under the Program continues to generally reflect the risk.
	72. 185B185B185B185B185B180B179B179B180B181B179B175B173B171B171BVarious examples of premiums which would be charged to members depending on the nature of their practice are summarized in Appendix “C” of this report.
	73. 186B186B186B186B186B181B180B180B181B182B180B176B174B172B172BLawPRO annually assesses its need for reinsurance based on its capital position and its claims results and volatility.
	74. 187B187B187B187B187B182B181B181B182B183B181B177B175B173B173BIn its early years, LawPRO purchased Program-wide quota share reinsurance. A stronger financial position and more stable claims experience enabled LawPRO to cease reinsuring the Program with quota share reinsurance starting in 2003. In addition to relying on LawPRO’s own capital, the resources of the Errors & Omissions Fund up to a $15 million cap were effectively relied on starting in 2003. An enhanced retrospective premium endorsement provided that for certain years actual loss experience above a certain threshold would be borne by the Errors & Omissions Fund through additional premiums. On the other hand, actual loss experience below a certain threshold would trigger a refund of premiums to the Errors & Omissions Fund. The Errors & Omissions Fund used the Premium Stabilization Fund (“PSF”) as a mechanism to fulfill its potential obligation for additional premiums and as a place to hold premium refunded.
	75. 188B188B188B188B188B183B182B182B183B184B182B178B176B174B174BGiven the current uncertain environment for future claims, transaction levies and investment income, and the rapidly declining balance of the PSF, it was decided in September 2009 that LawPRO would achieve greater Program stability by retaining any future favourable claims development. As a result, the refund aspect of the retrospective premium endorsement was not continued in the 2010 Program.
	76. 189B189B189B189B189B184B183B183B184B185B183B179B177B175B175BAs already noted, under the endorsement as drafted in certain years before 2010, additional premium payments relating to past insurance fund years were potentially required as final claims costs emerged. Accordingly, recognizing the decreased size of the PSF and not wanting to place undue pressure on the Errors & Omissions Fund as a whole, the threshold for the additional premium aspect of the retrospective premium endorsement was increased in 2010.
	77. 190B190B190B190B190B185B184B184B185B186B184B180B178B176B176BFor 2016, it is proposed that there continue to be a $15 million dollar cap on the Errors & Omissions Fund’s exposure to provide additional premium to LAWPRO. As in 2010 through 2015, to the extent that the net loss ratio exceeds the anticipated loss ratio for the year by an absolute 10 per cent, the Errors & Omissions Fund would cover the losses. The 2010 through 2016 backstop provisions will be evaluated separately, with the $15 million limit shared by the six fund years. The lower likelihood of a payout by the Errors & Omissions Fund in this regime, as it commenced on January 1, 2010, makes the protection more akin to a catastrophic coverage, providing payout only in the unlikely scenario that an insurance fund year experienced significant deterioration from its initial expectations.
	78. 191B191B191B191B191B186B185B185B186B187B185B181B179B177B177BBy relying on its own resources and the $15 million backstop from the Errors & Omissions Fund as described above, LAWPRO will not need to pursue the expensive course of purchasing reinsurance on a Program-wide basis.
	79. 192B192B192B192B192B187B186B186B187B188B186B182B180B178B178BFor 2016, LAWPRO will again look to purchase reinsurance protection against the possibility of multiple losses arising out of a common event or nexus, as it has since 2005 (the “Clash Excess of Loss Reinsurance”). This protection against aggregated losses extends across both the professional liability and TitlePLUS programs, and offers some measure of protection against a series of claims, such as fraud-related claims where the fraudster targets more than one lawyer, or a single defect in title affecting an entire condominium project.
	80. 193B193B193B193B193B188B187B187B188B189B187B183B181B179B179BSince January 1, 2013, LAWPRO has purchased an additional $20 million limit above what had been the existing $10 million limit under the Clash Excess of Loss Reinsurance (for a possible total limit of $30 million in coverage above LAWPRO’s retained exposure). This additional $20 million layer covers multiple claims that directly or indirectly relate to class proceedings. In 2016, LAWPRO will again look to purchase the higher layer of protection, at least against the possibility of class proceedings against multiple insureds.
	81. 194B194B194B194B194B189B188B188B189B190B188B184B182B180B180BAccordingly, 100 per cent of the premiums and losses for the Program will again be retained by LawPRO in 2016, subject to limited capital backstop protection provided by the Errors & Omissions Fund, and reinsurance protecting the Program from multiple losses arising out of a common event or nexus.
	82. 195B195B195B195B195B190B189B189B190B191B189B185B183B181B181BTo meet the total expected Program obligations for 2016, LawPRO first evaluates its likely investment income, and then considers premium sources. By way of contrast with some recent years, there will be no contribution from the Errors & Omissions Fund to minimize the base premium, rather premium revenues to meet fiscal requirements for 2016 will come only from two principal sources: the base premium and levy surcharges.
	83. 196B196B196B196B196B191B190B190B191B192B190B186B184B182B182BThe projected premium revenues from these two sources are as follows:
	84. 197B197B197B197B197B193B192B192B193B194B192B188B186B184B184BLawPRO takes full advantage of the time between the collection of premiums and the payment of claim costs by investing any available funds into a well-diversified portfolio of fixed income and equity securities. LAWPRO uses the resulting investment income to help pay operating and claims expenses, thereby reducing the amount of funds that must come from premium sources.
	85. 198B198B198B198B198B194B193B193B194B195B193B189B187B185B185BLawPRO provides further stability to the Program by segregating into a separate portfolio (the liability-matched portfolio) sufficient money to pay anticipated future claims costs, with any surplus capital held in a different portfolio. The securities in the liability-matched portfolio consist of high-quality government and corporate fixed income securities, with the future cash inflows to LawPRO arranged to coincide with the expected payout patterns of the future claim costs. The surplus portfolio consists of a prudent mix of fixed income and equity securities.
	86. 199B199B199B199B199B195B194B194B195B196B194B190B188B186B186BDuring recent years, investment returns have weakened as the worldwide credit crunch resulted in some depressed equity and fixed income prices. In addition, with central banks such as the Bank of Canada lowering their overnight interest rates to rock-bottom levels, the rates of return on fixed income securities have also dropped significantly. For LAWPRO, the downward pressure on returns is exacerbated as fixed income securities mature and need to be reinvested at these low rates. Rate cuts by the Bank of Canada will put further pressure on investment income, and it will likely be some time before interest rates available upon purchasing new fixed income securities equal the rates that have been available to LAWPRO in the past.
	87. 200B200B200B200B200B196B195B195B196B197B195B191B189B187B187BLawPRO’s prudent investing philosophy helped protect its portfolios (both liability-matched and surplus as described above) from significant losses of principal during the economic turbulence of recent years. Further, LawPRO’s portfolio has been well-positioned to participate in the recent recovery in the equity markets. However, as a result of continued market uncertainty, LawPRO has set its expected return on investments for 2016 at 3.15 per cent, slightly lower than the 3.25 per cent originally projected for 2015, and significantly lower than the 5 per cent (or higher) in previous years.
	88. 201B201B201B201B201B197B196B196B197B198B196B192B190B188B188BThe Ontario real estate market has been quite resilient in the last few years, but there are indications that the market will be varied in the near term. Statistics published by Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation in June 2015 indicate that the number of resale transactions increased by 3.8 per cent in 2014, and is forecast to increase 1.8 per cent in 2015 but then decrease by almost 3.1 per cent in 2016. Regarding new housing starts, after a 3.2 per cent decrease in 2014, results are forecast to increase by 4.3 per cent in 2015 before dropping 1.8 per cent in 2016.
	89. 202B202B202B202B202B198B197B197B198B199B197B193B191B189B189BAt present, the levy surcharges include a $50 civil litigation transaction levy and a $65 real estate transaction levy, as well as a claims history levy surcharge. Revenues from these levy surcharges are applied as premiums, to supplement the base levy.
	90. 203B203B203B203B203B199B198B198B199B200B198B194B192B190B190BCivil litigation and claims history levy surcharge revenues have been quite stable over time, while the revenue from real estate transaction levies declined by approximately 50 per cent between 1999 and 2009 (prior to the increase in levy for the 2010 Program).
	91. 204B204B204B204B204B200B199B199B200B201B199B195B193B191B191BThe increased use of title insurance is considered to be largely responsible for a reduction in the count of real estate transaction levies since 1999. Lawyers acting for those obtaining an interest or charge in the land in many instances are not required to pay a transaction levy, where the interests of all parties obtaining an interest or charge in the property are title-insured, and the acting lawyer or lawyers are provided with the appropriate release and indemnity protection by the title insurer, based on a standard form agreement entered into between the title insurer and the Law Society on behalf of Ontario lawyers.
	92. 205B205B205B205B205B201B200B200B201B202B200B196B194B192B192BIt is estimated that more than 90 per cent of residential real estate transactions in Ontario are title-insured. In recent years, the number of real estate transaction levies collected has moved in tandem with residential real estate sales. This indicates a maturity or saturation of this market for title insurance.
	93. 206B206B206B206B206B202B201B201B202B203B201B197B195B193B193BMore recently, the number of transaction levies stabilized as a result of the solid Ontario real estate sales. As of July 2015, transaction levy revenues are slightly above expectations at $0.9 million over budget.
	94. 207B207B207B207B207B203B202B202B203B204B202B198B196B194B194BTo account for ongoing uncertainties in the real estate market and the prospect of a shortfall, a conservative approach has been taken in estimating revenues from levy surcharges for 2016.
	95. 208B208B208B208B208B204B203B203B204B205B203B199B197B195B195BAs described above in this report, the use of transaction levies ensures an element of risk rating in the Program, as both real estate and civil litigation continue to represent a disproportionate risk when compared to other areas of legal practice. The use of levies also avoids the substantial dislocation which likely would occur if the base premiums were increased to reflect the risk, and reflects the consensus reached with the affected sectors of the bar and others in the profession as the most equitable way to achieve risk rating when introduced in 1995.
	96. 209B209B209B209B209B205B204B204B205B206B204B200B198B196B196BFor 2016, LAWPRO estimates transaction levy revenues at $23.4 million.
	97. 210B210B210B210B210B206B205B205B206B207B205B201B199B197B197BSince the introduction of the 1999 Program, any receipts in excess of those budgeted from the transaction levies and claims history surcharges collected in the year were held within the PSF component of the Errors & Omissions Fund. They were managed on a revolving account basis and applied to the Program. These funds were used to guard against any future shortfall in levy receipts in a given year, appreciating the difficulties in forecasting transaction levy revenues in a changing economic climate, and acted in some years as a buffer against the need for increases in base premium revenues.
	98. 211B211B211B211B211B207B206B206B207B208B206B202B200B198B198BBecause of the obligation to meet its retrospective premium obligation for 2009, which involved a payout of $13 million given the one-time retrospective impact of the HST, the PSF was exhausted as of December 31, 2009. While in recent years the Errors & Omissions Fund has held well over $60 million of surplus, the vast majority of those funds have already been committed for specific purposes, such as the $15 million Program backstop (see paragraphs 73 through 81) and the Errors & Omissions Fund’s investment in LAWPRO shares.
	99. 212B212B212B212B212B208B207B207B208B209B207B203B201B199B199BGiven the low remaining available surplus balance, effective the 2014 Program the guarantee mechanism relating to claims history surcharges was discontinued. In 2014, LawPRO reported to Convocation that discontinuing the remainder of the Errors & Omissions Fund’s guarantee mechanism (i.e., relating to transaction levies) would better align the Program with both the risk transfer requirements pursuant to IFRS 4 “Insurance Contracts” and the Office of the Superintendent of Financial Institutions’ (“OSFI”) views on related party transactions.
	100. 213B213B213B213B213B209B208B208B209B210B208B204B202B200B200BTherefore, the Program discontinued the transaction levy guarantee mechanism effective January 1, 2015 and an amount of $2.5 million (LawPRO’s current best estimate of the remainder notionally being held for this previously revolving account) was drawn from that surplus and applied towards the premium under the 2015 Program. This helped to address the continued high claims costs experienced by the Program and near-term capital pressures (see below). Note that the current LAWPRO five-year projection does not assume further contributions from the Errors & Omissions Fund to support the base rate premium, or any backstop for levy surcharges of any type.
	101. 214B214B214B214B214B210B209B209B210B211B209B205B203B201B201BAs a final consideration before determining the base premium, LAWPRO must consider its capital needs. Canadian regulators use the Minimum Capital Test (“MCT”) in order to assess capital adequacy of a property and casualty insurer. The MCT is a risk-based ratio calculation which compares the insurer’s capital or net assets available to the “capital required.” Through the capital required component of the test, regulators prescribe certain additional capital or margins that must be held based on the various types of assets and liabilities on the insurer’s balance sheet.
	102. 215B215B215B215B215B211B210B210B211B212B210B206B204B202B202BA significant margin requirement relates to the approximate 20 per cent additional capital that must be held for all the net claims liabilities on the books that relate to commercial liability (which includes professional liability coverage). Given the steady historical growth of LAWPRO’s net claims liabilities over the last decade or so, even a net income of $5 million can often lead to a decline in LAWPRO’s MCT ratio. As a very general rule of thumb, LAWPRO requires in the neighbourhood of $5 million to $7 million of either net income or increased after-tax net unrealized gains on its surplus portfolio  to achieve a stable to slightly increasing MCT ratio.
	103. 216B216B216B216B216B212B211B211B212B213B211B207B205B203B203BThe determination of a specific insurer’s “ideal” MCT ratio is no easy task, as the current industry metrics are primarily designed simply to identify levels that are too low. Canadian regulators require that insurers do not fall below various MCT levels, such as the 100 per cent minimum and 150 per cent supervisory levels. In addition, working in conjunction with LAWPRO, the regulators have accepted 180 per cent as the internal target level. All of these figures represent minimum MCT levels, not ideal operating targets in and of themselves.
	104. 217B217B217B217B217B213B212B212B213B214B212B208B206B204B204BSubject to future regulatory direction in this regard, the Board believes that a long-term operating MCT target in the neighborhood of 220 to 230 per cent balances LAWPRO’s risk profile and its unique ability to set premiums and raise capital, which differs significantly from those of other commercial insurers in Canada. An MCT in this range would allow LAWPRO some capacity to absorb unexpected losses or changes in market conditions, and have time to implement a strategy to restore capital levels to the desired range.
	105. 218B218B218B218B218B214B213B213B214B215B213B209B207B205B205BWhile LAWPRO’s MCT at 249 per cent as of June 2015 is above the Board’s preferred long term range, key near-term trends must also be considered. For example, effective January 1, 2015 the Canadian insurance regulators have implemented a new manner in which the MCT ratio is calculated. Under the new capital regime LAWPRO’s MCT ratio dropped about 36 percentage points, though the ratio is temporarily elevated as regulators are phasing in this adjustment over three years (LawPRO’s current MCT would be just under 220 per cent without this adjustment). In addition, OSFI has released Guideline E-19 Own Risk Solvency Assessment (ORSA), which is fundamentally changing the manner in which an insurer’s regulatory internal target ratio will be calculated. As a result, LAWPRO’s regulatory capital will be under significant pressure in the near to medium term.
	106. 219B219B219B219B219B215B214B214B215B216B214B210B208B206B206BGiven LAWPRO’s current capital levels as well as near-term challenges, the premium for 2016 and onwards must be set at a level that generates significantly more than a break-even result, allowing LawPRO to continue a phase of capital ratio stabilization and replenishment.
	107. 220B220B220B220B220B216B215B215B216B217B215B211B209B207B207BBased on the previous discussion of Program costs, sources of revenue and capital needs, the base premium will be set at $3,350 per member to account for a continued elevated level of claims experience and the likelihood of continuing economic uncertainty. In summary, the 2016 proposed base premium is based on the following key assumptions:
	 74B74B74B74B74B62B61B60B61B62B60B56B54B52B52B26,053 practising insured lawyers (full-time equivalents);
	 75B75B75B75B75B63B62B61B62B63B61B57B55B53B53B$121.1 million in anticipated total Program costs (paragraph 41);
	 76B76B76B76B76B64B63B62B63B64B62B58B56B54B54B$23.4 million in budgeted transaction levy revenues (paragraph 96); and
	 77B77B77B77B77B65B64B63B64B65B63B59B57B55B55B3.15 per cent return on investment (paragraph 87).
	108. 221B221B221B221B221B217B216B216B217B218B216B212B210B208B208BAt this time, the Board is satisfied that this base premium rate appropriately recognizes the uncertainties in emerging claims experience and economic conditions, and allows the Program to continue to operate on a self-sustaining basis while protecting LawPRO’s overall financial position. The rate is consistent with information provided in the Report to Convocation in recent years. It was repeatedly noted that the historically low base premium (for example, less than $2,500 per insured lawyer) may not be sustainable in future years, as higher claims costs had already begun to emerge. In particular, the beneficial 2008 base premium level was a method of giving the benefit to the bar during 2008 of some superior 2007 investment results and favourable claim reserve development for earlier fund years. As noted earlier, investment returns in the current market are lower than in 2006 and 2007, and claims experience in terms of frequency and severity has deteriorated. Also, the full impact on the Program of Ontario’s adoption of HST has now been evaluated and factored into the premium calculations. It should be noted that a base premium of $3,350 per lawyer in 2016 is significantly lower than premiums charged in the past. In fact, if inflation were removed, this premium would be the equivalent to about $2,250 in 1995 dollars, compared to the $3,350 actually being charged now.
	109. 222B222B222B222B222B218B217B217B218B219B217B213B211B209B209BIn setting a base rate for 2016, LAWPRO tested its five-year planning horizon under various scenarios. Overall LawPRO results are projected to exceed break-even, thus allowing LAWPRO to both stabilize and strengthen its capital position for the possible challenges of coming years. Many factors influence this forecast, most significantly interest rates and claims experience. The results of this forecast cannot be considered definitive in nature and further base rate increases may be required in future years.
	111. 224B224B224B224B224B220B219B219B220B221B219B215B213B211B211BWith the exception of the changes specifically described in this report, all aspects of the Program for 2016 will remain unchanged from the Program now in place.
	 78B78B78B78B78B67B66B65B66B67B65B61B59B57B57Bstandard practice coverage, including Mandatory Innocent Party Coverage; and
	 79B79B79B79B79B68B67B66B67B68B66B62B60B58B58Bcoverage options, including Innocent Party Buy-Up, Part-Time Practice, Restricted Area of Practice and Real Estate Practice.
	113. 226B226B226B226B226B222B221B221B222B223B221B217B215B213B213BThe current Program also provides for premium discount and surcharges. Discount and surcharges as a percentage of premium include:
	 80B80B80B80B80B69B68B67B68B69B67B63B61B59B59BNew Lawyer discount;
	 81B81B81B81B81B70B69B68B69B70B68B64B62B60B60BPart-Time Practice discount;
	 82B82B82B82B82B71B70B69B70B71B69B65B63B61B61BRestricted Area of Practice Option discount;
	 83B83B83B83B83B72B71B70B71B72B70B66B64B62B62Badjustments for deductible options and minimum premiums; and
	 84B84B84B84B84B73B72B71B72B73B71B67B65B63B63Ba surcharge in the event that no completed application form is filed.
	 85B85B85B85B85B74B73B72B73B74B72B68B66B64B64Bthe Mandatory Innocent Party premium;
	 86B86B86B86B86B75B74B73B74B75B73B69B67B65B65Boptional Innocent Party Buy-Up premium;
	 87B87B87B87B87B76B75B74B75B76B74B70B68B66B66Bthe Real Estate Practice Coverage premium;
	 88B88B88B88B88B77B76B75B76B77B75B71B69B67B67Bpremium discount for early lump sum payment;
	 89B89B89B89B89B78B77B76B77B78B76B72B70B68B68Be-filing discount; and
	 90B90B90B90B90B79B78B77B78B79B77B73B71B69B69BContinuing Professional Development discount.
	115. 228B228B228B228B228B224B223B223B224B225B223B219B217B215B215BSubject to the changes identified earlier in the report, the remaining exemption criteria, policy coverage, coverage options, and premium discounts and surcharges in place in 2015 will remain unchanged for the 2016 Program.
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	116. 229B229B229B229B229B225B224B224B225B226B224B220B218B216B216BThe LawPRO Board considers the Program changes to be appropriate and consistent with its mandate as set out in the 1994 Insurance Committee Task Force Report. The LawPRO Board offers this Program of insurance for 2016 and asks for Convocation’s acceptance of this Report at the September Convocation, so that the 2016 Program can be implemented by January 1, 2016.
	5. 234B234B234B234B234BE-filing Discount
	237B237B237B237B237B233B232B232B233B234B232B228B226B224B224BALL OF WHICH LawPRO’S BOARD OF DIRECTORS RESPECTFULLY SUBMITS TO CONVOCATION.
	360B360B$Nil deductible
	358B358B358B358B358B356B355BEligibility
	357B357B357B357B357B355B354BMandatory Innocent Party Coverage
	356B356B356B356B356B354B353B365BPremium reductions for new lawyers
	354B354B354B354B354B352B351B363B363BStandard base premium
	352B352B352B352B352B350B349B361B362BCoverage Limit
	359B359B359B359B359B357B356B366B7B8B6BPremium
	355B355B355B355B355B353B352B364B364BTransaction Premium Levy
	353B353B353B353B353B351B350B362BStandard DEDUCTIBLE
	349B349B349B349B349B347B346B358B359B360B358B354B352B350B350B(( Members are also required to pay a $50 levy for each civil litigation or real estate transaction not otherwise excluded.
	348B348B348B348B348B346B345B357B358B359B357B353B351B349B349B( Members are also required to pay a $25 levy for each civil litigation or real estate transaction not otherwise excluded.
	351B351B351B351B351B349B348B360B361B6B4BEligibility
	 91B91B91B91B91B80B79B78B79B80B78B74B72B70B70BRequired of all lawyer sole practitioners, lawyers practising in association or partnership, paralegals acting in partnership with lawyer(s), paralegals holding shares in professional corporations with lawyer(s) and lawyers practising in a Law Corporation, who are providing services in private practices.
	 92B92B92B92B92B81B80B79B80B81B79B75B73B71B71BRequired of all other lawyers (e.g. retired lawyers, in-house corporate counsel and other lawyers no longer in private practice) who do not fully meet the Program exemption criteria.
	 93B93B93B93B93B82B81B80B81B82B80B76B74B72B72BAvailable to lawyers who do meet the exemption criteria but opt to purchase the insurance coverage.
	350B350B350B350B350B348B347B359B360B361B359B355B353B351B351B((( $65 per real estate transaction and $50 per civil litigation transaction. Premium for the Real Estate Practice Coverage Option was also applied and is included in the calculated premium amounts for these years.
	6. 235B235B235B235B235BLawPRO Risk Management Credit 
	238B238B238B238B238B234B233B233B234B235B233B229B227B225B225BThe minimum coverage of $250,000 per claim/in the aggregate must be purchased by paralegals in partnership with lawyer(s), paralegals who own shares in professional corporations with lawyer(s) and all lawyers practising in association or partnership (including general, CLP, MDP and LLP partnerships), or in the employ of other lawyers.
	1. 230B230B230B230B230B226B225B225B226B227B225B221B219B217B217BDeductible option
	239B239B239B239B239B235B234B234B235B236B234B230B228B226B226BThe minimum coverage must also be purchased by all lawyers practising in a Law Corporation, where two or more lawyers practise in the Law Corporation.
	240B240B240B240B240B236B235B235B236B237B235B231B229B227B227B$250 per insured lawyer.
	241B241B241B241B241B237B236B236B237B238B236B232B230B228B228BLawyers practising in association or partnership (including general, CLP, MDP and LLP partnerships) or a Law Corporation (with more than one practising lawyer), paralegals in partnership with lawyers, or paralegals holding shares in professional corporations with lawyers, can increase their Innocent Party Coverage in two ways:
	243B243B243B243B243B239B238BAdditional annual premium:
	242B242B242B242B242B238B237BIncrease coverage sublimit to:
	245B245B245B245B245B241B240B$150 per insured lawyer
	244B244B244B244B244B240B239B$500,000 per claim/aggregate
	247B247B247B247B247B243B242B$249 per insured lawyer
	246B246B246B246B246B242B241B$1 million per claim/aggregate
	248B248B248B248B248B244B243B243B244B245B243B239B237B235B235BCoverage sublimits
	249B249B249B249B249B245B244B244B245B246B244B240B238B236B236BAvailable only to lawyers who agree to restrict their practice to criminal and/or immigration law throughout 2016.
	250B250B250B250B250B246B245B245B246B247B245B241B239B237B237BEligible for discount equal to 50 per cent of base premium, to a maximum of $1,675.
	251B251B251B251B251B247B246B244B245B246B244B240B238B236B236BAvailable only to part-time practitioners who meet the part-time practice criteria.
	252B252B252B252B252B245B246B247B245B241B239B237B237BEligible for discount equal to 50 per cent of base premium, to a maximum of $1,675.
	253B253B253B253B253B248B247B246B247B248B246B242B240B238B238BAll lawyers who intend to practice real estate law in Ontario in 2016 must be eligible for and apply for this coverage option.
	254B254B254B254B254B249B248B247B248B249B247B243B241B239B239B“ELIGIBLE” means eligible to practice real estate law in Ontario, as permitted by the Law Society. Categories of lawyers who would not be eligible to practice real estate law in Ontario, include:
	• 255B255B255B255B255B250B249B248B249B250B248B244B242B240B240BThose who are in bankruptcy;
	• 256B256B256B256B256B251B250B249B250B251B249B245B243B241B241Bthose who have been convicted or disciplined in connection with a real estate fraud; 
	• 257B257B257B257B257B252B251B250B251B252B250B246B244B242B242Bthose under investigation, where the Law Society obtains an interlocutory suspension order or a restriction on the lawyer’s practice prohibiting the lawyer from practicing real estate, or an undertaking not to practise real estate.
	258B258B258B258B258B253B252B251B252B253B251B247B245B243B243BPremium254B253B252B253B254B252B248B246B244B244B$100 per insured lawyer.
	 259B259B259B259B259B256B255B254B255B256B254B250B248B246B246BLump sum payment by cheque or pre-authorized bank account debit: eligible for $50 discount
	 260B260B260B260B260B257B256B255B256B257B255B251B249B247B247BLump sum payment by credit card
	 261B261B261B261B261B258B257B256B257B258B256B252B250B248B248BQuarterly instalments
	 262B262B262B262B262B259B258B257B258B259B257B253B251B249B249BMonthly instalments
	 263B263B263B263B263B260B259B258B259B260B258B254B252B250B250B$25 per insured lawyer (if filed by November 1, 2015)
	 264B264B264B264B264B261B260B259B260B261B259B255B253B251B251B$50 per course, subject to a $100 per insured lawyer maximum discount, will be applied under the 2016 insurance Program.
	 265B265B265B265B265B262B261B260B261B262B260B256B254B252B252LawPRO will collect data for pre-approved legal and other educational risk management courses taken and successfully completed by the insured lawyer between September 16, 2015, and September 15, 2016, where the lawyer completes and files the required LawPRO Risk Management Credit online declarations by September 15, 2016 (in anticipation of the 2017 Program).
	 266B266B266B266B266B263B262B261B262B263B261B257B255B253B253BLawPRO’s Online Coaching Centre is included as a pre-approved course, where the insured lawyer or paralegal completes at least three modules between September 16, 2015, and September 15, 2016.
	 267B267B267B267B267B264B263B262B263B264B262B258B256B254B254BAs in 2015, the premium credit is extended to include credit for select programs offered by the Law Society’s Member Assistance Program (MAP) (to a $100 per insured maximum amount).
	 268B268B268B268B268B265B264B263B264B265B263B259B257B255B255BThe premium credit is also available to paralegal partners or shareholders in combined licensee firms (CLPs or CLPCs) insured under the Program.
	269B269B269B269B269B266B265B264B265B266B264B
	270B270B270B270B270B269B268B270B271B272B270B266B264B262B262BCommunications: Communication-related errors (including poor communication, not keeping clients informed or failing to obtain client consent) are the biggest causes of claims in all areas of law (except litigation, where it is the #2 cause) and in firms of all sizes. While the most numerous claims, they are at the same time the most easily prevented. Lawyers can reduce their exposure to these types of claims by controlling client expectations, actively communicating with the client at all stages of a matter, documenting advice and instructions and confirming in writing what work was done on a matter at each step along the way.
	271B271B271B271B271B270B269B271B272B273B271B267B265B263B263BTime management: These kinds of claims include failing to ascertain a deadline, failing to calendar the deadline, and failing to react to the deadline even when it was known. These lapses often become claims when a limitation period ends up being missed or an action is administratively dismissed due to failing to move the litigation forward appropriately. There are also claims resulting from procrastination when a lawyer lets files that require work languish for extended periods of time. Time management claims are heavily concentrated in the litigation field, as it is so reliant on deadlines. They are also high in the intellectual property area. Practice management software and tickler systems can help prevent these claims, as can lawyers building in more time cushions so that they are not adversely affected by unexpected delays.
	272B272B272B272B272B271B270B272B273B274B272B268B266B264B264BInadequate investigation: Modern technology and busy practices may be behind the tendency of lawyers to give quick legal advice without taking extra time to dig deeper or ask appropriate questions on a client’s matter. LawPRO has seen a big increase in these types of claims in real estate, litigation and will/estates areas of law. High-volume real estate practices often mean lawyers do not have enough time to ask the clients about their plans for the property, and as a result don’t do the necessary searches or obtain the proper title insurance. 
	273B273B273B273B273B272B271B273B274B275B273B269B267B265B265BFailure to know/apply the law: These claims result from a lawyer not having sufficient or current knowledge of the relevant law on a matter in which he or she is working. Extensive federal and provincial legislation, as well as voluminous case law, help make this the second-most-common type of claim in family law. This category also includes failing to know or appreciate the consequences of tax law in corporate/commercial matters. Lawyers can best avoid this type of claim by sticking to the law they know best and not “dabbling” in other areas.
	274B274B274B274B274B273B272B274B275B276B274B270B268B266B266BConflict of interest: There are two types of conflict claims: the first arises when conflicts occur between multiple current or past clients represented by the same lawyer or firm. The second is a conflict that arises when a lawyer has a personal interest in the matter. As they regularly act for multiple clients/entities, real estate and corporate commercial lawyers experience proportionately more conflicts claims than other areas of law, while litigators have a relatively low rate of conflicts claims.
	275B275B275B275B275B274B273B275B276B277B275B271B269B267B267BClerical errors: These types of errors include things such as simple clerical mistakes, errors in mathematical calculation, work delegated to an employee or outsider that is not checked and failure to file documents. As important as delegation is to the efficient functioning of a law firm, lawyers need to take the time to review the work as they are ultimately responsible for it.
	276B276B276B276B276B275B274B276B277B278B276B272B270B268B268BFraud: Fraud continues to be a significant risk for LawPRO, one which could cost the Program significant claims dollars if not prevented. Lawyers are reporting attempted frauds to LawPRO on a daily basis. Fraudsters on occasion still successfully dupe lawyers and law clerks, and it is not just real estate lawyers who are targeted. Litigation, business and family law lawyers are regular targets of bad cheque scams involving debt collections, spousal support payments and business loans. Through our efforts, Ontario lawyers are clearly more aware of frauds, but ever more sophisticated frauds mean lawyers must continue to be vigilant. 
	277B277B277B277B277B276B275B278B279B280B278B274B272B270B270B1995(
	278B278B278B278B278B277B276B280B281B282B280B276B274B272B272B2005((
	279B279B279B279B279B278B277B281B282B283B281B277B275B273B273B2015(((
	280B280B280B280B280B279B278B282B283B284B282B278B276B274B274B 2016(((
	285B285B285B285B285B284B283B288B289B290B288B284B282B280B280B$3,350
	284B284B284B284B284B283B282B287B288B289B287B283B281B279B279B$3,350
	283B283B283B283B283B282B281B286B287B288B286B282B280B278B278B$2,625
	282B282B282B282B282B281B280B284B285B286B284B280B278B276B276B$5,600
	281B281B281B281B281B280B279B283B284B285B283B279B277B275B275BBase premium
	286B286B286B286B286B285B284B289B290B291B289B285B283B281B281BExamples:
	287B287B287B287B287B286B285B290B291B292B290B286B284B282B282B1. Sole Practitioner Practising Real Estate Law
	294B294B294B294B294B293B292B298B299B300B298B294B292B290B290B$3,124
	293B293B293B293B293B292B291B297B298B299B297B293B291B289B289B$3,274
	292B292B292B292B292B291B290B296B297B298B296B292B290B288B288B$2,228
	291B291B291B291B291B290B289B294B295B296B294B290B288B286B286B$5,600*
	288B288B288B288B288B287B286B291B292B293B291B287B285B283B283B- $10,000 defence & indemnity deductible
	289B289B289B289B289B288B287B292B293B294B292B288B286B284B284B- early lump sum payment discount
	290B290B290B290B290B289B288B293B294B295B293B289B287B285B285B- early e-filing of application
	295B295B295B295B295B294B293B299B300B301B299B295B293B291B291B2. Firm Practitioner Practising Real Estate Law
	302B302B302B302B302B301B300B307B308B309B307B303B301B299B299B$3,256
	301B301B301B301B301B300B299B306B307B308B306B302B300B298B298B$3,406
	300B300B300B300B300B299B298B305B306B307B305B301B299B297B297B$2,497
	299B299B299B299B299B298B297B303B304B305B303B299B297B295B295B$6,000*
	296B296B296B296B296B295B294B300B301B302B300B296B294B292B292B- $25,000 defence & indemnity deductible
	297B297B297B297B297B296B295B301B302B303B301B297B295B293B293B- $250,000 Mandatory Innocent Party cover
	298B298B298B298B298B297B296B302B303B304B302B298B296B294B294B- early e-filing of application
	303B303B303B303B303B302B301B308B309B310B308B304B302B300B300B3. New Lawyer Practising in Association
	304B304B304B304B304B303B302B309B310B311B309B305B303B301B301B- first year in practice discount
	305B305B305B305B305B304B303B310B311B312B310B306B304B302B302B- $250,000 Mandatory Innocent Party cover
	306B306B306B306B306B305B304B311B312B313B311B307B305B303B303B- $10,000 defence & indemnity deductible
	312B312B312B312B312B311B310B318B319B320B318B314B312B310B310B$1,599
	311B311B311B311B311B310B309B317B318B319B317B313B311B309B309B$1,599
	310B310B310B310B310B309B308B316B317B318B316B312B310B308B308B$1,428
	309B309B309B309B309B308B307B314B315B316B314B310B308B306B306B$3,900*
	307B307B307B307B307B306B305B312B313B314B312B308B306B304B304B- early lump sum payment discount
	308B308B308B308B308B307B306B313B314B315B313B309B307B305B305B- early e-filing of application
	313B313B313B313B313B312B311B319B320B321B319B315B313B311B311B4. Criminal Lawyer (sole practitioner)
	314B314B314B314B314B313B312B320B321B322B320B316B314B312B312B- Restricted Areas of Practice discount
	321B321B321B321B321B320B319B328B329B330B328B324B322B320B320B$1,349
	320B320B320B320B320B319B318B327B328B329B327B323B321B319B319B$1,349
	319B319B319B319B319B318B317B326B327B328B326B322B320B318B318B$1,178
	318B318B318B318B318B317B316B324B325B326B324B320B318B316B316B$5,600*
	315B315B315B315B315B314B313B321B322B323B321B317B315B313B313B- $10,000 defence & indemnity deductible
	316B316B316B316B316B315B314B322B323B324B322B318B316B314B314B- early lump sum payment discount
	317B317B317B317B317B316B315B323B324B325B323B319B317B315B315B- early e-filing of application
	322B322B322B322B322B321B320B329B330B331B329B325B323B321B321B5. Part-time Lawyer (in association)
	326B326B326B326B326B325B324B333B334B335B333B329B327B325B325B
	323B323B323B323B323B322B321B330B331B332B330B326B324B322B322B- Part-time Practitioner discount
	327B327B327B327B327B$6,000*(
	330B330B330B330B330B328B327B337B338B339B337B333B331B329B329B$1,923
	329B329B329B329B329B327B326B336B337B338B336B332B330B328B328B$1,923
	328B328B328B328B328B326B325B335B336B337B335B331B329B327B327B$1,877
	324B324B324B324B324B323B322B331B332B333B331B327B325B323B323B- $1,000,000 Optional Innocent Party cover
	325B325B325B325B325B324B323B332B333B334B332B328B326B324B324B- $10,000 defence & indemnity deductible
	331B331B331B331B331B329B328B338B339B340B338B334B332B330B330B6. Firm Practitioner with 1 Claim
	332B332B332B332B332B330B329B339B340B341B339B335B333B331B331B- claims history levy surcharge
	338B338B338B338B338B336B335B346B347B348B346B342B340B338B338B$6,100
	337B337B337B337B337B335B334B345B346B347B345B341B339B337B337B$6,100
	336B336B336B336B336B334B333B344B345B346B344B340B338B336B336B$5,375
	335B335B335B335B335B333B332B342B343B344B342B338B336B334B334B$8,500*
	333B333B333B333B333B331B330B340B341B342B340B336B334B332B332B- $5,000 defence & indemnity deductible
	334B334B334B334B334B332B331B341B342B343B341B337B335B333B333B- $250,000 Mandatory Innocent Party cover
	339B339B339B339B339B337B336B347B348B349B347B343B341B339B339B7. Sole Practitioner with 2 Claims
	345B345B345B345B345B343B342B354B355B356B354B350B348B346B346B$8,350
	344B344B344B344B344B342B341B353B354B355B353B349B347B345B345B$8,350
	343B343B343B343B343B341B340B352B353B354B352B348B346B344B344B$7,625
	342B342B342B342B342B340B339B350B351B352B350B346B344B342B342B$10,600*
	340B340B340B340B340B338B337B348B349B350B348B344B342B340B340B- claims history levy surcharge
	341B341B341B341B341B339B338B349B350B351B349B345B343B341B341B- $5,000 defence & indemnity deductible
	347B347B347B347B347B345B344B356B357B358B356B352B350B348B348B( Subject to $250,000 Innocent Party cover only, additional limits not available.
	346B346B346B346B346B344B343B355B356B357B355B351B349B347B347B* Subject to a $6,000 defence and indemnity deductible (adjusted to $7,500 in the case of an insured with one previous claim, or $8,500 in the case of two previous claims).
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	TO: The Treasurer and Benchers of The Law Society of Upper Canada
	RE: 2016 Insurance Program: Transmittal of Report to Convocation
	Many changes in the legal profession have occurred during the last few years and while some are now accepted as commonplace, others continue to be scrutinized and their effects monitored. As we move towards 2016, LawPRO has reflected on the changing environment in which lawyers (and paralegals) practise and is proposing slight adjustments to stay current with the needs of our insureds. But overall, the 2016 Report to Convocation reflects a mature insurance operation with a stable professional liability program.
	Arriving at the base premium: capital management plays a role
	Just as important for LawPRO as changes in the environment for Law Society licensees are the many changes in insurance regulation over recent years. The Minimum Capital Test (MCT) is the main solvency test for Canadian insurance companies. The LawPRO MCT ratio at June 30, 2015 was 249% - a strong result that satisfies LawPRO’s preferred range of 220-230%. A combination of good investment returns and the addition of a three year phase-in period for the 2015 changes to the MCT calculation has worked in our favour. Also, some of the proposals for the new MCT calculation were moderated in the final months before implementation, in comparison to the earlier drafts circulated by the regulator. If all of these “stars” had not “aligned” as they did, we estimate that the MCT would have dropped below the preferred range, to approximately 200%. 
	Will LawPRO continue to see such a healthy MCT result? The stock market is a famously difficult beast to predict, but LawPRO will continue to invest prudently and manage its investment risk as responsibly as possible. That approach to protecting capital is an important part of the premium equation going forward.
	In the short term, the good news is that our offer of insurance maintains the same base premium as 2015. In fact, 2016 marks the sixth year in a row with a base premium of $3,350. So, neither changes in the profession nor in insurance regulation have yet affected that number.
	Real Estate Practice Coverage Option reduction
	Anticipated claims costs per year of the program continue to hover close to the $100 million mark and there is an overall long term upward trend in claims severity (cost per claim). Real estate and civil litigation practice continue to represent the highest risk when compared to other areas of practice. These costs are addressed, in part, with levy surcharges and other tools.
	Notwithstanding the long term significance of real estate claims for the program, the premium for the Real Estate Practice Coverage Option (REPCO) will be reduced to $100. This is a $150 reduction from the $250 charged in 2012 through 2015, and is part of LawPRO’s on-going commitment to appropriate risk-rating of the program. This savings will be available to approximately 7,800 real estate practitioners.
	How can this happen? Having issued the REPCO endorsement since the spring of 2008, we have more data and a growing ability to predict appropriate reserves for future loss development in this area. Despite real estate being one of the areas of law with the highest rate of claims in the profession, to date there has been only one claim paid under the REPCO endorsement. One must remember that this endorsement targets a relatively narrow risk: the registration of a fraudulent instrument by the insured under the Land Titles Act, which action would otherwise be excluded from coverage due to the dishonesty of the insured. And of course, updated risk-rating or a change in coverage terms could result in the premium for the REPCO endorsement being increased in a future year. In the meantime, the reduction to the premium is a $150 savings that LawPRO is happy to be able to provide to approximately one-third of the program’s insureds.
	Changes to support what we see around us
	Two years ago LawPRO proposed expanding the program to include as insureds the small number of paralegals who are practising in partnership with lawyers. In similar fashion, LawPRO now proposes to insure paralegal shareholders of combined licensee professional corporations (CLPC). In other words, these are professional corporations with both lawyer and paralegal shareholders and as such, are exposed to the same insurance-related risks as combined licensee partnerships: the possibility of duplication of claims, overlapping coverage and potential stacking of policy limits between paralegal insurer policies and those of lawyers with LawPRO. Premiums for paralegals holding shares in CLPCs will be the same as they are for paralegal partners.
	Another tweak to the program involves facilitating mentorship by lawyers on exemption from the insurance program. We are all aware that mentoring promotes the dissemination of knowledge from more experienced lawyers to those with less experience. LawPRO already has a structure in the insurance program (with precise requirements) for mentoring by lawyers who are currently insured. The 2016 LawPRO offer expands that structure to lawyers on exemption from paying insurance premiums, and includes the ability to have claims handled under run-off coverage (subject to the individual’s personal run-off availability). For example, this may assist those on parental or medical leave who are challenged to keep program coverage in place due to costs, but wish to be able to mentor another lawyer who is overseeing the practice.
	What is happening with administrative dismissal claims?
	The exposure relating to the practice of civil litigation has climbed during recent years, with administrative dismissals under Rule 48 of the Rules of Civil Procedure being a serious factor.  
	Changes to Rule 48 which took effect earlier this year may stem the tide and LawPRO is busy educating Ontario lawyers about those changes through the Rule 48 Transition Toolkit. The Toolkit has been sent electronically to all lawyers who reported civil litigation transaction levies in recent years and mailed in hard copy to all lawyers with the September 2015 LawPRO magazine. These materials are being further reinforced through presentations and CPD programs.
	Even though these resources are available, they can only help when used by lawyers in the field. LawPRO will continue to monitor this area for the next several years, as (hopefully) claims under the old Rule 48 regime begin to diminish and practitioners transition with care to the new regime. 
	Only the beginning
	At the end of the celebration of our 20th anniversary of providing the mandatory insurance program for the Law Society, the Board members and management of LawPRO hope that this is only the beginning of a long and rewarding relationship that ensures the availability of high quality and cost-effective insurance to enhance the viability and competitive position of our professional liability insureds. 
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